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Hearings into History Class Cheating Case Launched
v

BY KRISTIN POWELL AND
MlCAH COGEN

News Editors

The Dean of Students Office in conjunction with the Academic Affairs
Committee has launched an extensive
investigation into the incidence of alleged cheating involving more than
twelve students in the Foundations of
Greek and Roman History class last semester.
Details surrounding the issue are still
unclear and both the Dean of Students
Office and Chairman Melanie Stein of

the Academic Affairs Committee refused
to comment. However, a source close to
the Deans office was able to comment
that, in their ten years of experience, "we
have not seen a comparable case at Trinity College of this magnitude."
A source close to the case has confirmed that the teacher's assistant for the
class, a senior, is at the center of the investigation upon which all pending
cases are contingent. This student has
already received a three semester suspension.
As the investigation entered its second
phase the Academic Affairs Committee,
with Dean Thomas, held hearings last

Thursday in Terrace Room A, which included the testimony of a handful of students from the eighty person class.
The Dean of Students Office is still
unsure as to the consequences for the
more peripheral offenders. "It was difficult for some students to know what to
do. We are worrying less about punishment and more of the effect on the community," said Dean Mary Thomas.
Typical punishments for cases of academic dishonesty range from censure to
suspension in the more severe cases.
Trinity College has no set policy concerning consequences of academic dishonesty and relies primarily on the

recommendation of the Academic Affairs Committee. The Academic Affairs
Committee sees approximately twelve to
fifteen cases of academic dishonesty every year, most of which concern incidences of plagiarism.
Many students from the class were
unaware of the incident. "1 was very
confused at first because 1 did not receive a grade for the class. 1 did not learn
about the incident until I got back to
campus," said a sophomore who wished
to remain anonymous.
The incident was brought to the attention of the Dean of Students Office in the
See CHEAT on page seven

Trinity Honors Martin Luther Trustees Meet in
King Jr. Day Renewed Vigor New York City
News Writer

Editor-in-Chief

"A day on, not a day off" was
the motto for this year's Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day as set by
the Martin Luther King Jr. Cen-

This past weekend the Trustees of Trinity College convened
for their quarterly board meeting in the offices of Green Point
Bank in New York City. They

the afternoon meetings, former
Chairman of the Board AlfredJ.
Koeppel '54 had succumbed to
his long battle with cancer.
While this news wassombering
to the Trustees, it did not affect
the productivity of the meeting.
Dobelle opened the Saturday
meetings by giving a report in

senior staff.
The two- day meeting consisted of a series of general and
then more committee-like
meetings. At the first general
meeting, Vice President for Student
Services
Sharon
Herzberger spoke aboutstudent
life issues and national trends
that are affecting the College.J.
Russell Fugett '01, President of
the SGA, followed Herzberger
with remarks focused on the
Student Life Initiative, budgetary issues facing the SGA, and
the proposed honor code. The
Trustees later broke into smaller
groups to discuss academic affairs, development, student life
and budgetary issues.
Friday night, as the Trustees
met for dinner at the Sky Club,
Dobelle had the unfortunate
task of announcing that during,

rranioers, discussed new construction on campus, and the
recent Martin Luther King Day
celebrations. He then asked the
Trustees to consider creating a
new Alfred J. Koeppel Chair in
Classical Studies to honor his
legacy. The .Trustees unanimously agreed.
Herzberger led a special presentation on the Student Life
Initiative, accompanied by
Dean of Students Mary Thomas
and a group of faculty members
and students. Discussion focused on the student-faculty
interaction, faculty living in
dorms, development in the
neighborhoods surrounding
Trinity, and the prospect of an
honor code.
Professor Adrienne Fulco,
chairperson of the committee
leading the honor code initiaSee TRUSTEES page five

BY JAMES CABOT

BY MIKE CARUCCI

eeoF

lege put together its largest
commemoration of Dr. King
through a series of events on
Monday and Tuesday of last
week.
Spurred largely by a few energetic and committed faculty
and administrators, there were
panel discussions, teach-ins,
readings of Dr. King's speeches
and a grand finale featuring the
Rev. C. T. Vivian in both a student round table discussion and
a prepared speech later that
evening. .
Vivian, a dynamic force behind the civil rights movement
has been there from the start of
the movement and continues to
work for progress today. He was
the head of affiliates when he
worked with Dr. King as a part
of the Southern Christian as
well as being a part of the famous march on Washington in
1963. The message he brought
to Trinity was both current and
energizing.
At the student round-table
Tuesday afternoon, Vivian sat
down and spoke to students in
a candid, down to earth manner.
In response to questions about

COURTESY OF EMORY UNIVERSITY

Speaker C.T. Vivian spoke to the Trinity Community

what we, as the next generation
of the movement, could do to
foster widespread support similar to the original civil rights
movement, Vivian offered great
advice.
He told those present that it
is important to start with what
the people want and need. "A
personal mission or issue is secondary to what will motivate
the person on the street who
does not have time or energy to
waste." The issues that Vivian
thought would motivate people
to mass action were economics
and economic stability.
People are not looking to be

rich, they merely want the security of knowing that dinner will
be on the table and that they, as
mothers and fathers, will be
able to provide for their families.
In addition, Vivian also added
insight to the state of rap music, which he saw as a reflection
of what people are feeling. If it
See KING on page six

News Analysis: What the
Honor Code Means to Trinity
BY MICAH COCEN
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News Editors

The recent incident of alleged
.cheating in last semester's
Foundations of Greek and Roman History class has heightened talk within the Trinity
College administration concerning an honor code for the
entire Trinity community.
The College Affairs Committee, spearheading the honor
code effort, began this year with
a set of initiatives to rally students to become involved with
its development. A letter was

sent out to members of sports
teams, multicultural and religious organizations, fraternities
and sororities, Residential Life,
and various other groups
around campus. "We want this
to be a coordinated effort," says
Adrienne Fulco, chairperson of
the College Affairs Committee.
"It is important that students do
not feel they have been subjected to the authority of an elitist group of only few members."
Although the emergence of a
large incidence of cheating may
further damage the integrity of
the college, which has seen two
on-campus deaths and two major SGA investigations in the

last three semesters, many college officials see this as furthering the need for an honor code.
Dean Mary Thomas is one of
those who feel that the"current
incident is an indicator of the
need to "provide students with
a written set of guidelines to
which they can go."
Dean Thomas further
pointed out problems of technological sharing and plagiarism. In the growing Internet
age, where information is available like at no other time in history, many professors and
students have expressed concerns that the line between
See HONOR on page six
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Trinity Students Must Make Themselves Heard
This past weekend -Vice President Sharon Herzberger and others
led the Board of Trustees in a panel discussion on a variety of topics
that relate to student life at Trinity. Many ideas were put forth, some
realistic and some little more than pipe dreams. Many of the most
important aspects of each of our lives at Trinity were discussed at
length - academic integrity, our relationships with thTfacilTfy; residential life, the development of the neighborhood.
The timeline is clear. Thevarious aspects of the Student Life Initiative will now return to discussion in a variety of on-campus committees, made up of administrators, professors and students.
Herzberger expects preliminary reports by February lO.These reports will be summarized by Herzberger and forwarded to President
Dobelle. Dobelle will review the report and send it on to the Priorities and Planning Commission (PPC). Herzberger hopes to present
an update to the Board of Trustees at their March meeting.
Each day across this campus students discuss aspects of the College and aspects that they wish they could change. One thing is clear.
Trinity students love their school and care deeply for its future. So
too does the faculty and the administration.
The discussion is open and all are encouraged to participate. Every member of this community, and especially the students, must
stand up and say what they want from their school. This is not the
Trustees' school. It is not the administrators' school. It is our school.
We must take responsibility for its future. We must not let this opportunity slip through our fingers.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excludingvacations, by the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory,
Address all correspondences to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100.
Visitourwebsiteatwww.trinitytripod.com
Subscribe to The Tripod: $15for 11 issues (1 semester), $28for22 issues (1 year),
$50for 44 issues (2 years), $90for 88 issues (4 years).
Editor-in-Chief
Business Office
FAX
(860)297-2583
(860)297-2584
• (860)297-5361
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 PM on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published.
However, names will be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by
the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed
will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of
The Tripod. The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity or brevity.
•'•'...•
Letters may be submitted via:
.
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TCAC Lighters
Not So Smoking

Crmity
Micah Cogen '03 Kristin Powell '03
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Social life has become a a bad idea on another level, too.
point of contention at Trinity When 1 hear students complain
as the College tightens its grip about TCAC their frustration
on when, where and how stu- usually revolves around the
„ _ _ _ quality of the parties
put on. Students don't
like the alternative parJ. Ashe Reardon
ties featuring face
Insights and Affairs
painters and comedians, and when there are
dents can socialize. Blame is bands, many students seem unoften placed on the adminis- satisfied.
tration for its strictness, fraterHow to solve these problems:
nities for their exclusivity, and Greater student involvement
TCAC for not putting on good and efficient allocation of
parties. Parties with bad DJs funds. The lighter promotion
and bands, face painters no seems to have failed at both. Not
one wants to see, and comedi- only was it an unnecessary exans no one wants to hear — the penditure, but it was also vague
litany goes on and on.
as to its intended purpose. Does
While this may not repre- handing out 2000 lighters help
sent the majority of Trinity TCAC to bring better bands and
students, 1 think there is little thus a better social environdoubt that for a variety of rea- ment to Trinity?
sons that include the work of
Even if the lighters did get the
TCAC, students are frustrated attention of students who then
with the social scene here at decided to attend TCAC events,
Trinity. Indeed, TCAC is a con- without a positive change in the
venient scapegoat for a flag- actual events of Friday and Satging social scene.
urday evenings, which can only
Last week students opened occur with more student input,
• their mailboxes to find, amid little will have been done and
the usual mess of junk mail, a the frustration on the part of
brightly colored lighter with both smdents and TCAC will
the words "We're on Fire" in- continue unabated.
scribed on the side. The proInstead of wasting several
motion struck me as both hundred dollars on the lighter
fiscally irresponsible and dan- promotion, TCAC should have
gerous.
sent out a letter, followed up
The give away was a public- with a voicemail, explaining the
ity promotion with the inten- : importance of collaboration in
tion of encouraging Trinity making social activities here at
students to get more involved Trinity better, and encouraging
in planning their social lives students to attend its regular
and to get people talking about Sunday night meetings.
To be fair, TCAC president
TCAC.
I have no doubt it was done Ethan Kravitz pointed out durwith the best intentions in ing a phone interview that
mind — to get the word out membership and attendance
that TCAC is working hard for are up considerably. This is a
Trinity students. However, if good sign and its continuance is
the goal of TCAC is to better essential to the organization's
represent the students and success. However, in promoting
provide a fun social life, it must itself with an arguably dangerlook beyond cheap promo- ous and financially irresponsible promotion, TCAC raises
tional ploys.
Lighters are trouble. Smok- questions about its own ability
ers have them and use them. to run itself.
And while many smokers are
Internet retailers have
often in search of the holy learned the hard way in the past
flame, I don't believe it is the year that fancy advertising is
job of TCAC to act as supplier. worthless without a quality
I say this because, put quite product.
simply: Fire is dangerous.
TCAC would be wise to forgo
Lighters make fire. Then, you the mailbox giveaways and
have the potential for trouble. think about the task of putting
People act stupid and get into together a social calendar that
trouble — 2000 lighters float- falls within the regulations set
ing around campus only forth by the school, and making
makes things worse. These clear the importance of stulighters present an unneces- dents' input in creating a fun
sary liability for our campus.
and safe social environment for
But the lighter handout was all Trinity students.

Well, it's bach to workfor Pillow Talk and, when he deems worthy, Dubya. The White House has been cleaned and so have we.
Here's to a great semester and a Happy 2001!
President George W. Bush W President George W. Bush

Martin Luther King Jr Day
speaker and celebration

Fitting celebration of the
Holiday, but we'll bet that you
can't name ten people who
were there.

Administrative Offices

Closed on the King Holiday, and
'classes went on anyway, proving
that we don't really need them

The Rev. Jesse Jackson

Hypocritically counsels Clinton
f while engaging in his own
''Sexgate, but at least he's gettin'
some... sorry Ms. jackson
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G. W. Bush is Inaugurated; Protesting the Election
An Inauguration protestor explains the shadow inauguration in D.C. this weekend
and laid our eyes upon the
growing crowd of people wavOpinions Contributor
ing signs and chanting, we
knew nothing could stop this,
The night before the inaugu- not the tripled amount of law
ration my parents told me they enforcement, the barriers or the
would disown me if I went chilling weather itself. There
down to Washington D.C. Even was a certain feeling in the air
though they both dislike Bush, that morning.
they strongly urged me to forAnd as cheesy and cliche as
get about him.
that sounds, it is the only way
My mother added that I to describe it. Here were thoushould direct my time and pas- sands of people who had gathsion towards my schoolwork, ered in solidarity, thousands of
not some worthless cause. She drastically different individual
argued that protesting wouldn't who were able to passionately
get me anywhere. What my unite under a common cause.
parents and the majority of this
That was perhaps the greatcountry failed to realize was est element of the protests, the
that the protest wasn't a bunch beauty of the union of special-.
of angry radicals trying to get interest groups, erwironmentalBush kicked out of office.
ists, Green Party supporters,
We weren't there to over- action groups, worker's rights
throw the government or even organizations, Bush hating
drastically change it in a single Democrats and plan old Anarmoment. We weren't there to chists.
simply whine and complain.
I realized just how amazing
We were seizing the golden op- the diversity of this demonstraportunity to address important tion was when I was sandissues that would arise during wiched between a Korean
the Bush presidency.
family protesting the occupaWe were there to raise our tion of Korea by US forces, a
voices, to let those in power woman with a "My Bush Is Betknow where we stood. We were ter Than Your Bush" sign and a
actively partaking in our gov- member of the Black Panthers.
Yes, even the new branch of the
ernment.
The combination of a tedious Black Panthers made a glorious
8-hour drive, 3 hours of sleep appearance.
and stubbornly evil rain seems
These are the things the melike the perfect destroyer of any dia refused to air during the intype of activity. Yet the second augural parade, the ethnically,
we turned the corner of Nth racially and socially mixed
street and 15lh in downtown D.C. crowd that spoke in one voice.
BY CHIHARU ROMANO

As the day progressed, one
could see that the main purpose
of the protest was to bring attention to a plethora of issues
that these different groups believed the administration was
not addressing.
One of the most commonly
mentioned concerns was that of
Bush's racist and
anti-poor death
penalty policy,
which has led him
execute 159 individuals, more
than all the other
49 states combined.
The events and
scandals of" the
election were also
an issue that was
largely focused on,
as the overall reaction to the election
process was one of
disappointment.
This was in part
because of the massive racist
disenfranchisement, as hundreds of Black and Latino voters were disqualified due to past
felony convictions or simply
outdated voting technology in
poor areas of predominantly
minority residency. .
There was a general call for a
reform of the system, as the election had been a "Mockery Of
Democracy", because "The
People Have Spoken.. All Five
Of Them". Other signs read

"Governor Death Steals White
House: HAIL TO THE THIEF",
"One Nation Under Fraud" and
"Impeach The Gang Of Five Injustices".
Other prevalent issues included the preservation of the
environment, as Bush and his

finance reform; the largely antigay administration who want
to limit rights to lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transsexual
people; and the desire to withdraw the U.S. forces within
Puerto Rico and Korea.
The 90's possessed one of the
lowest voter turnouts in
American history, especially among 18-25 year
old. Yet Saturday's demonstration revealed that
there might be a sudden
spark in political interest
among the American
people.
The action was another addition to the
growing number of protests at major political
and economical events,
which perhaps represents a rebirth of the activism movement in
America.
This was my first real
protest. I'm no extreme
leftist or anarchist and
nominee for Interior Secretary don't want to abolish capitalism
are expressing the desire to drill completely. I just know what
for oil in the Arctic National issues are important to me and
Wildlife Preserve; the protec- understand that it's essential to
tion of a woman's right to stay well informed and passionchoose due to General Attorney ate about your beliefs.
nominee John Ashcrof t's oppoAnd last Saturday 1 learned
sition to abortion even in cases that most protesters are just pasof rape, incest or life endanger- sionate and aware individuals,
ment; the need for funding for not crazy brick throwing, riot
universal health care, child care causing. So even if my parents
and union jobs; the growing cor- never speak to me again, my exporate domination of the gov- perience in our nation's capital
ernment and need for campaign was well worth it.

G. W. Bush Is Inaugurated; A Nation Celebrates
A student Republican weighs in on last weekend's Presidential inauguration
nation, beginning with your speech to the crowd.
neighbor." With this resolve, the
He delivered stinging reOpinions Writer
new President displayed the marks in the direction of the
blueprints of his administra- outgoing administration, by
tion as one of openness, inclu- talking about the-restoration of
Even the dreary January rain
siveness and dignity.
dignity in Washington and escouldn't deter the now famous
Despite the cold, throngs of pecially inside the White
smirk from creeping over
Washingtonians and outsiders House.
George W. Bush's face as he combraved the elepleted the oath of office on Satments for the ocurday morning. To the cheers of
casion. Together,
thousands of supporters, who
conservatives
lined the mud-filled Mall, he
and liberals celrenewed America's deepest vow
ebrated this new
to democracy with the peaceful
beginning at
and graceful transition of power
luncheons and
- who wouldn't smile a little bit?
receptions
throughout the
- everyone
The new President ... vowed to be the all- day
hoping to catch
encompassing leader that so many have a glimpse, of
"Bushie," as his
doubted he can be.
wife Laura affectionately calls
While the crowd appeared recognizing his own father, the him.
As the Inauindifferent, the stiff tension of former President.,
With the controversial nomi- gural Parade
the election remained in their
minds, as former President nations of conservatives like made it's way
the
Clinton was received with boo- Gale Norton and John Ashcrof t through
Later in the evening, the new
ing and hissing from the audi- to high level posts during the streets of the nation's capitol,
ence. The characteristically last week or two, the drum of in- the crowds began to dwindle first couple dropped by and dereticent Gore simply took his auguration day was playing a and prepare for the evening's livered a few rousing words befestivities - the eight presiden- fore taking a quick turn on the
new rhythm.
place alongside his boss.
tial balls, hosted by various dance floor, eventhough the
Perhaps
in
an
appeal
to
the
By the time Bush marched,
confidently tothe south steps of center, his 13-minute speech states. The Texas and Wyoming new President admitted to his
the capitol building to take his rang with tones from the presi- State Ball was held at theexpan- meager dancing skills.
The mood in Washington
oath, it seemed as though the tu- dential campaign of another re- sive Washington Convention
throughout, the weekend was
multuous election battle that publican, John McCain, who Center.
With about 5000 in atten- one of both relief and anticipabefell him only weeks earlier challenged Americans to "asdance,
the ball was a melee of tion. The election was finally
pire
to
causes
greater
than
was as obscured as the day's
politicians, staffers, business- over, but it was time for work on
sunshine. After the brief oath themselves." 1
In his speech, Bush pleaded men and most of all - Texans! Monday.
was finished, and handshakes
In a Sunday reception for
with
Americans to "seek a com- The mood was anticipatory ungiven to the new President, a
flock of white doves was re- mon good beyond your comfort, til the new Vice-President, Ri- campaign and transition staffleased near the reflecting pool, to defend needed reforms from chard B. Cheney, and his wife ers on the White House lawn,
symbolizing a pure and new easy attacks, [and] to serve your Lyn, arrived and gave a brief the President quipped that He
BY D. BARRETT BIJUR

beginning for which Bush and
his supporters have so eagerly
been waiting.
The new President avoided
issues of policy in his brief
speech, but vowed to be the allencompassing leader that so
many have doubted he can be.
"Everyone belongs, everyone
deserves a chance, and no insignificant person was ever born,"
declared the new President.
Bush delivered quick acknowledgments to both Bill Clinton
and Al Gore, and received
laughter and applause when

had never looked so forward to
arriving at work on Monday
morning. He said he was ready
to do the "people's business" and
called his new home on Pennsylvania Avenue "the People's.
house."
,
Accordingly, one of his first
moves in office will be
to reopen the 1600
block on Pennsylvania
Avenue, which the
Clintons closed when
they moved in.
Such a move is fitting
for a President who is
more comfortable in
blue jeans and boots
than pinstripes and
wingtips, who has a collection of 250 baseballs
and who prefers pea nut
butter and jelly to
caviar.
In . his speeches
throughout the weekend and his overall demeanor of confidence,
the new President presented himself, he relied on no
one, and gave many unscripted
speeches without the uneasiness that sometimes accompanies him on television.
While the pomp and circumstance of the weekend added to
the inspiring and patriotic atmosphere, President Bush rose
to the occasion and told the nation in no uncertain words that
George Walker Bush had arrived, and that Monday morning would bring new
perspective, new beginningand
renewed hope for the business
of the American people.
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Trinity: "Leave No
The President of the SGA
on the Future of the College Student Behind"
BY J. RUSSEU FUGETT

SGA President

During my three semesters
as President of the Student
Government, I have attempted
to put forth an agenda to improve our education and student life at Trinity.
There are various initiatives
that the SGA has put forth during the last three semesters. We
have achieved success on many
of these, but there are issues
that are yet unsettled.
This semester, I intend to finish what I have started. In order
to do this the students will have
to be heard. In order for students to be heard, the SGA will
have to inform students and
organize students. For two and
one half years, the SGA has
pushed for the T-card.
The T-Card (Trinity Card)
would allow you to use your ID
to do laundry, make purchases

tee was formed to pick cable
channels to be added to our
cable system. Over 1,000 students voted last year and selected 5 specific cable stations.
Nearly a year has passed since

i ng as a part of this community.
Because of recentdiscussions
on the Daily Jolt as well as discussions I have had with others,
I now realized that there potentially other issues that need to

/ continue to be disgusted by those in the
administration and staff who forget that the
college exists for the students.

this survey took place and our . be addressed. Trinity College
committee adjourned; yet the needs an honor code. Cheating
channels have yet to be added to and other forms of academic
our system. This process took dishonesty occur too frequently.
place with the understanding
Cheating occurred frethat the students could pick five quently at my high school and
channels to be added to our sys- I have come to realize that my
tem.
high school was not out of the
Various excuses have been norm.
provided as to why we do not
Honesty, integrity, respect for
have these channels. The fact re- your follow students, and pride
mains that we have not received in our institution of higher
new channels that we were told learning must be valued. On
we would have by September this issue, we as a community
2000.
can not compromise.
For all of these initiatives,
An Honor Code must provide
students with a code of conduct
for our academic life first and
Honesty, integrity, respect for your follow
foremost, but an honor code
must also provide a code of constudents, and pride in our institution of higher
duct for our social life and all
learning must be valued.
other aspects of life at Trinity.
In order for an Honor Code to
at vending machines and at the there appears to be funding and work, we as students must embookstore. The T-card would some initiative .within the ad- brace it during its inception.
serve as a campus debit card ministration, but for some reaThe students must also have
that could be expanded to in- son the parties that would be the ability to enforce it with the
clude stores on or around our required to make these things guidance of the Dean of Stu. campus.
.
become a reality are unwilling dents Office who is willing to:
Dutitvg tViis peuicxiiwe/have t;o tak« tha> steps tieeessary to insure equity. S»dents«rmst
seen litrie progress on this ini- meet the students needs. I con- have ample opportunity to partiative. Our administration has tinue to be disgusted by those in ticipate in its creation, and a stuapparently failed to act as a the administration and staff dent run judicial board must be
united front to see that this who forget that the college ex- created to enforce it.
project becomes a reality.
ists for the students.
Students must not submit to
We have also requested that
When it comes time to act for peer pressure when they see
networked printers be made students, some on staff at the academic dishonesty, theft, and
available in the new student college are not interested. It is vandalism. We instead should
lounges in Jones, High Rise, and time for President Dobelle and submit to the values of commuNortham. How can we ever ex- the senior staff to see that our nity, honesty, integrity,fairness,,
pect to see the T-card become a needs are met in a timely man- and trust both, inside the class-,
reality if our simplest request ner, and that those on our staff room and out. Our education
create little action?
seek employment elsewhere if and our school will be better for
Last year, a student commit- they are not interested in work- it.

The exciting new sport of Trinity ice dancing

Watching George W. Bush's
inaugural speech with members of the Board of Trustees on
Saturday, I came to understand

DAN HERMAN
Controlling the Assumptions
two things. First, all oi these
people are going to get tax cuts
(which generally explained the
smiles on their faces). And second, Trinity College is a lot like
Bush - we believe that if we repeat slogans and positive messages enough, they may
actually become true.
The problem with that tactic
is that rather than making
things better, it tends to make
things worse because the work
that needs to happen doesn't,
and the issues that must be confronted are ignored and
brushed aside.
For years it seems, Trinity's
mantra has always been to promote the positive aspects of the
school and write off the nega-

to do right around campus,
Trinity doesn't. And the College
makes such a big deal of Hartford - and it's a disappointment,
or inaccessible, to many."
"If you want to pull the social
and academic together, you've
got to start with the professors."
"Professors eating with students in the dining hall would
be great. I'd have to think long
and hard to remember the last
time 1 saw a professor in Mather.
I saw Professor [David] Winer
walk through the dining hall
one time and you would have
thought he was Elvis Presleyl
Students were all over him."
About the dominant Trinity
culture, one RA commented:
"Sign onto the Daily Jolt and
there it is... It's not the majority
of Trinity students. I'm realizing
this now as a sophomore, but it
seems that TCAC and others
cater to this group. What people
see is not really what's prevalent."
"[There is] no community. If
there is a sense of community,

"The college tends to treat students like
children, not adults.... If you treat people like
children, they act like them."
tive. "Work hard, Play hard," that
leftover slogan from the Number 5 days is still used despite
the fact that neither seems to
apply to Trinity any longer,; ;
We tell applicant's how wonderful Hartford is, but freshmen
can't get there because they
don't have cars.
The only measurable change
in commercial activity on New
Britain Ave. or Zion Streets in 4
years was the closing of the
View. Is it any surprise that students are uneasy?
This sense was clearly demonstrated in focus groups recently conducted by Trinity
polling guru Linda Campanella.
Listen to some of the comments:
"The kids who are turned off
are not turned off by the partying... They're turned off by the
fact that so many fellow students are not motivated to
learn."
"We're in a minimum security prison. You can leave, but
you don't."
"The culture is one where you
do as little as possible. 'Cs get
degrees' is the slogan."
"The college tends to treat
students like children, not
adults - from social life to residential life, sometimes even academic life. If you treat people
like children, they act like
them."
"There's an aura of exclusivity around the frat parties that
are thrown; will I get in or won't
I?"
"Students are very cliquish,
tend to separate themselves.
You gravitate toward those with
whom you feel the most comfortable initially, and then it's
hard tomove beyond that comfort zone."
"If I threw a stone in Mather,
nine times out of ten I'd hit
someone who is not motivated."
"The institution panders to
the 'spoiled brat' behavior."
"A lot of colleges have things

it's very shallow It doesn't run
deep; Trinity's one big disgusting happy family."
Obviously focus group data
mus t be reconciled 'with the
quantitative data that various
Trinity
offices
(like
Campanella's and ORL) collect,
but these comments - taken
from members of all classes, as
well as RAs, PRIDE leaders, and
science students - reflect the
current student ethos at Trinity.
Students do not come to Trinity to spend four years complaining
about
the
neighborhood, administration,
and our fellow students, but
that's exactly what's happening,
making for a disappointing experience.
So how do we determine the
state of student life at Trinity?
Is it enough to simply ask: Are
we better off now than we were
four years ago?
Of course we are: the neighborhood is no longer the impediment to admissions it once
was, Trinity is more selective
and has moved beyond the status as a safety for the Ivies, and
expectations for student conduct has risen and students
have responded (for example,
the campus and dorms are no
longer recklessly littered with
garbage every weekend). •
Most encouraging, however, is
the fact that students now want
more. Students want to be
treated like adults. Students
want an enriching and challenging academic environment
- inside and outside of the classroom.
We would like not to be let
down by Trinity - a school with
so much promise, and so much
to offer, but we feel like we're
missing out.
Perhaps it's time for a new slogan:
Trinity College.
Putting people first.
Leaving no student behind.
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Trustees Hear Issues Concerning Campus Life
countinued from page one
outside the confines of our
tive commented, "My sense is fences.
that, for the most part there is a
Ideas discussed included a
tremendous amount of student- possible health club to be built
faculty interaction." The Trust- adjacent to the north end of
ees were pleased to hear of the campus, development on Zion
well-founded relationships and Street, a new parking garage,
communication blooming and building apartments
around this issue on campus.
around campus. One of the
Other issues of the day in- larger ideas advanced was the
cluded the physical layout and construction of mixed use
centers of interaction on cam- buildings adjacent to campus
pus. This immediately led to a that would include apartments
discussion of development ini- in which upper class students
tiatives surrounding Trinity. could live.
Dobelle asserted that "it has to
Dean of Students Mary Thobe a walk-off campus," allow- mas initiated discussion on acaing opportunities for students demic integrity and the honor

On The Beat
SBiould've Used the Club
On January 14, upon returning from a month of winter break,
a resident of Vernon Place discovered that her Gateway laptop
was missing from her room. The computer is valued at approximately $2000. There was no sign of forced entry found by Campus Safety officers. Hartford Police Department and Campus
Safety are currently investigating the theft.

I Smell Something Funky
At 11.15 pm on January 14, a smoke alarm was activated on
ffiethira'fl'cfdf-df Siiiffrrt ifSuites North. Campus Safety and the
Hartford Fire Department responded to the call. As the smell of
burning popcorn lingered in the air, officers found a singed bag
in the trash and recycle room. The building was evacuated, however students were able to return to their rooms once it was assessed that the popcorn posed no danger.

code. Katie Light '03, a student
member of the College Affairs
Committee, described her experience with an honor code that
had been created in September
for the Tutorial College. "The
concept is about creating a community. 1 think that, in this respect, it has been successful in
the Tutorial College."
Although several Trustees appeared to be initially skeptical
about an honor code, Fulco, Professor Cindy Butos, Light, Tim
Herbst '02 and Dave Alexander
'03 eased their concerns, specifically regarding the issue about
whether or not an honor code

would force students to "rat" on
other students. This sort of
rigitity will not be a part of
Trinity's honor code.
Reflecting on her experience at the Trustees Meeting,
Fulco said, "They were supportive; they had thoughtful
questions." She stressed that
the specifics of an honor code
have yet to be worked out and
that the one to be implemented at Trinity would
likely be a modified code, not
the sort that can be found at
the nation's military academies.

BY ANDREW SCHURR

Trinity College has finally
entered the computer age. The
hallowed tradition of slogging
At 9:00 am on January 16, a Building and Grounds employee through the predawn rain to
reported vandalism in the community room of Jones basement. obtain instructors' signatures
A small number of ceiling tiles near the vending machines had for all of your classes may fibeen pulled down. B & G and the Office of Residential Life have nally be over, TCOnline, our
rectified the situation.

§ Really Didn't Mean It
At 3:30 am on January 19, Campus Safety officers responded
to a request for assistance from another officer who witnessed a
physical squabble on the sidewalk level outside of Hansen Hall.
The two male students apparently had a verbal altercation at
Psi-U, which became physical after they left the premises. After the brief fight, the students shook hands and went their separate ways. No charges are being pressed, and the incident is being
referred to the Dean of Students Office.

I t ' s My Party, 1'IS Do What I'Want
At 1:15 am on January 21, after a private party at Hamlin Hall,
a Campus. Safety officer reported that two window screens had
been ripped down. Buildings and Grounds has been notified,
and the incident is being addressed by the Dean of Students
O f f i c e .
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Turning to the issue of the
community surrounding campus, Thomas said, "the comments that I heard from the
Trustees were very positive. I really liked their receptiveness
and creativity about what kind
of venues we could open on
Zion Street." Adding to this,
Herzberger commented, "there
is a pretty uniform hope that we
can develop the neighborhood
to the point where we can attract some businesses...that appeal to students who want to
get off campus," Herzberger
said

asked the various committees to
give her preliminary reports by
Feb. 10. She will summarize
them for Dobelle, who will forward it to the Priorities and
Planning Council. She hopes to
present the revised version to
the Trustees during their March
meeting.
Administrators, faculty and
studentsalike described the entire weekend as being overwhelmingly positive. "1 thought
it was great. 1 greatly valued the
contributions made by students
and faculty," said Dr.
Herzberger.

TCOnline Is Up and

The Sky is Falling

At approximately 1:30 am on January 19, a window of the
Trlnfo Cafe, 1300 Broad St., was broken. Campus Safety reports
an object was thrown through the window, however this object
has not yet been found. This is the second incidence of vandalism at the Trlnfo Cafe in a week. Campus Safety and Hartford
Police have no suspects at this time.

Vice President and Chief of
Staff Ronald Thomas, who has
worked with neighborhood development issues said that the
Trustees had already demonstrated a clear commitment to
neighborhood revitalization
with the Learning Corridor
project. "There was a renewed
interest in the prospects of investigating off-campus housing
projects for advanced students,"
he noted.
The discussions about student life will now go back to
several on-campus committees,
including the College Affairs
Committee. Herzberger has

Ideas discussed included a possible health club to be built adjacent to
the north end of campus, development on Zion Street, a new parking
garage, and building apartments around campus.

News Writer

Spontaneous Window Breakage

Having presented their
work .to the Trustees, the various committees of faculty, administrators and students
working on the proposed honor
code return to campus for further discussion on the issue.
The Trustees, through these
informative sessions, became
accustomed to the idea of some
sort of honor code. "The Board
of Trustees is very much in favor of proceeding with an
honor code," said Chairman of
the Board Tom Johnson '62.
Fulco hopes to update the Trustees on the results of this work by
May.

script information, exam and
class schedules, and even grades
for past and present courses.
Students can now browse
through their own personalized
information from any computer.
The registration process for
new classes will also be significantly changed. In explaining
the various uses of the new sys-

The system does indeed show much promise,
and its advantages over the old way of doing
things are numerous.
brand new web-based student
record system, stands poised to
replace the old system of registering for classes, and provide a
host of information services for
students as well as professors.
Tucked inside each Registrar
packet last Sunday was a small
slip of blue paper containing
the password for the new system. Students were urged by the
Registrar's office to Jog on and
have a look at the new system,
as a preview of what is to come.
"We in the Registrar's Office and
in the Administrative Data
Systems...are very excited that
we can finally roll out web access to students," said Registrar
Sylvia W DeMore last Thursday.
"We hope students are as
pleased about it as we are, now
that you can get so much information online."
The system does indeed show
much promise, and its advantages over the old way of doing
things are numerous. TCOnline
gives students easy access to
their"reco'rtJs, Including trail'-'

.tem, DeMore said, "All users,
even guests, can use. TCOnline
to view course catalog infor mation and search for courses offered in a particular term that
meet various criteria, such as
subject, meeting time, and, by
April, general education distribution requirement category."
The Registrar's office also
hopes that professors will use

Spring 2001 semester, the Fall
2001 will actually be first time
that TCOnline will be used to
facilitate registration. The sys-,
tern was originally licensed in
the summer of 1998 from
PeopleSoft, an online software
development company.
It was since modified, into its
present . form by, 'Patrick
Kennedy, an 1DP student currently working in Administrative Data Systems.. Various
offices on campus have also
implemented modules of
PeopleSoft, including Human
Resources, Student Accounts,
and the Business Office.
Trinity has been comparatively slow in jumping on the
internet bandwagon, in terms
of record keeping and class
registration. Many schools
across the country have long
since switched over to electronic systems for almost every
aspect of their academic programs.
Hopefully this new leap for-

Trinity has been comparatively slow in
jumping on the internet bandwagon, in terms
of record keeping and class registration.
TCOnline's sophisticated software to monitor and control enrollment, effectively replacing
the need for students to drag
themselves out of bed and obtain Permission of Instructor
signatures in person.
TCOnline has taken over
three years to be selected and
developed, according to the
registrar's office. Although it
was rumored to be iiVu'Se for the"

ward; with TCOnline will start
a trend of increased automation •
and easy-to-use interfaces in the
other aspects of paper-shuffling that students currently :•
face".
More information about
TCOnline and the registration
process can be found on the •}
registrar's homepage at "http://;;
. www.trincoll.edu/depts/j
"reeisffa"" "•'
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Dobelle Appointedto
Federal Board by Clinton

FILE PHOTO

College President Evan Dobelle Looks Towards the Future
BY MARCIE
1 YOSELEVSKY
News Writer

In one of his last official acts,
former President Clinton appointed President Evan Dobelle
to a Federal board which advises the U.S. Agency for International Development on
worldwide food and agriculture
issues. The four year position
becomes effective this month.
Dobelle "considers it an
honor and a privilege to serve
the U.S. Government as an advisor on this Board, and he was
pleased when President
Clinton, whom he knows, appointed him," says Linda

Campanella, Senior Vice President for Operations and Planning. The six-member Board for
International Food and Agriculture Development will meet
four times a year in Washington
and members will likely make
occasional trips to Third World
countries.
Dobelle's past experience in
international affairs, public
policy, and education, make
him highly equipped to act in
his new capacity.
Campanella assured ( .that
Dobelle's acceptance will not
detract from his focus on campus, explaining this "will have
virtually no impact" on his
"Trinity-focused agenda, commitment, or priorities."

Vivian credited Dr. King and the civil rights
movement for fundamentally changing the
state of all human rights laws.
and nonviolence to a people
who knew nothing but violence.
The Reverend Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. once held the
Bible in one hand and the Constitution in the other and asked
America who they were and
how they were living as a country. We allowed the subjugation
of a great mass of people while
we professed to believe in equality and freedom,
Vivian also credited King and
the movement for fundamentally changing the course of this
nation and the state of all human rights laws to date. Vivian

generation of Martin Luther
Kingjr."
Professors were less enthusiastic about the success of the
whole celebration. Rosenthal
saw the events as a good start
but "only the beginning to
something that should grow
every year with greater student
and faculty participation, with
more mandatory class attendance by professors upon their
students."
Roche tactfully stated that
the events were "a qualified
success,..The different forums
went a long way toward breaking down false barriers between

23,2001

News Analysis: An Honor Code
Continued from page one
sharing and 'stealing' is constantly being redefined. With
new advancements in technology made everyday, it is becoming easier for students to make
inadvertent mistakes concerning plagiarism and improper
citation; mistakes that often
went unnoticed and unpunished in high school.

demic and social lives at Trinity. However it is unclear what,
if any, positive effect the honor
code will have on the current
student body.
Some students worry that
without a sound basis in the
'honor-code mentality' early on,
its implementation could cause
at least two years of disciplinary
dilemmas from upper classman

concerned with whether or not
Trinity will have an honor code,
but rather when exactly will
Trinity have an honor code.
Many college leaders hope to
have a working honor code
drafted for the fall of 2002.
Much of the focus of this
weekend's Trustees meeting
centered on the construction
and implementation of an

"Three-quarters of the student body will not buy this at first. People
are wary of what they do not know. All Trinity students will know
about this and there will be many public forums ~ Katie Light '03
Therefore, the College Affairs Committee has focused
considerable attention on selling a school-wide honor code
as a preventative initiative.
Professor Fulco proposes "aggressive teaching early on in
college to unlearn bad habits
that were acceptable in high
school.
If an honor code is introduced
to students when they first enter Trinity, it will set a certain
tone and a set of expectations."
First Year Seminars will undoubtedly play a large role in
ensuring students fully understand what is meant by academic dishonesty and how an
honor code will affect their aca-

Martin Luther King Day At Trinity
saw Dr. King as preparing us for
continued from page brie
sounds harsh co some, ic is be- the twenty-first century. As
cause the lives these artists live America enters a global
economy where the majority is
are harsh.
Finally, at the.round-table, people of color, how could we be
Vivian madea point to tell those taken seriously when we oppresent that we are called to re- pressed people "of color in our
turn something to our commu- own borders?
Vivian brought a new light to
nities and society. :
Just because we have been af- Dr. King, one that showed his
forded the chance to come.to real love for people and that reTrinity and receive a privileged inforced the tremendous imeducation, we are not more in- pact that he had and continues
telligent than those who have to have.
not been so fortunate. We have
Professor Rosenthal, of the
Simply been lucky, as Vivian History Department, thought
also admitted that he had been Vivian was a terrific example of
lucky with the lot he had been a man who "was there at the out
given in life.
set of the struggle and continVivian's call to action was . ues to fight today" Vivian is "an
also apparent in his prepared inspirational figure to all of us
talk later that night. There the who look to enact change toReverend presented a powerful day."
image of Dr. King as leader and
Professor Roche, also of the
messiah. He spoke to the crowd History Department, saw the
in a powerful voice, as though most important message the
he were on the pulpit at his Reverend had was in "his chalchurch. Vivian stated that Dr. lenge to Trinity's students to
King brought a message of love continue the work begun by the

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - JANUARY

student and faculty and between various student organizations."
Professor Wade, of the philosophy department, commented "the day went well,
although participation by students and faculty was far less
that it should have been...But
with classes scheduled that day,
what else could one expect?"
In all, this year's events
should prove as a "blue print" for
a bigger celebration, one that
continues to focus on the activist Dr. King, the King of change
and challenge to equality and
freedom.

unfamiliar with both the free- honor code.
dom and responsibility an
The College Affairs Commithonor code entails. One stu- tee has so far committed to a far
dent, a sophomore living in the less rigid honor code than
new Summit Suites com- schools like Haverford College
mented, " honestly I just don't have implemented. The anticihave that much faith in us."
pated Trinity College honor
Others, like Katie Light '03, a code will not require students to
student member of the College report other students for misAffairs Committee, argue that deeds and it will most likely not
the problem is overexaggerated. initially involve self-scheduled
"Three quarters of the student exams.
According to Fulco, an honor
body will not buy this at first.
People are always wary of what code will define "what it means
they do not know. All Trinity to live as an intellectual
students will know about this community...It can't make
and there will be many public people academically serious,
forums for discussion and in- but it is a piece of a solution that
can redefine our academic valput.'1
The question left now is less ues."

Come learn about Ecstacy...

January 26,2001 at 4:00pm
Whatdoesitdo...?
Will it hurt me if I take it...?
Is it addictive?

STUDY ABROAD
STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY

THE SWEDISH PHOGHRH
Study abroad in Stockholm,
Sweden with The Swedish
Program at Stockholm
University. I Instruction is in English,
i Course offerings
are diverse, for
example: women's
studies, environmental
policy, psychology,

February 23,2000

4 P.M.

Scandinavian literature,
European history, public
policy, politics, health
care, nationalism
in Eastern Europe,
economics, film,
I Live with a Swedish
family or in a university
dormitory, 1 Program
excursions within Sweden.

Goodwin Lounge, Office of International Programs

If you are unable to attend this meeting, please contact your Study Abroad Advisor or
The Swedish Program, Hamilton College, 198 College Hill Road, Clinton, New York 13323
(315) 737-0323
www.swedishprogmnn.org
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New Presidential Fellows toJoin Trinity Community
years as a Parliamentary Researcher for
the South African Parliament. However,
Senior Editor
it is only recently that he has enjoyed
such a comfortable status there. Having
In a recent campuswide e-mail, Presi- been raised in the small South African
dent Dobelle announced the appoint- village of Natal, Ragaven went on to take
ment of two new presidential fellows, an active role in fighting apartheid there
Chengiah Ragaven and Arie Lova Eliav. during the 1960s.
Ragaven and Eliav will join the esteemed
After being placed under house arrest,
company of current presidential fellow Ragaven fled to Britain, where he reJim King in sharing their unique mained for many years and earned his
worldview with the campus.
undergraduate and graduate degrees. He
As Dobelle stated, "the presidential fel- then moved to Canada, where he served
lows program brings individuals with on the faculty of Concordia and McGill
distinguished careers to campus, where universities. During that time, he also
they teach and participate in other aca- came to be recognized as one of Canada's
demic pursuits, deepening and diversi- leading human rights activists,
fying the intellectual life of the College." authoring a number of publications on
Past fellows have included Chinese education, race, gender, economics, and
dissident Mang Wang and respected foreign affairs.
At this time, Ragaven also founded the
newspaper columnist Dan Thomassen.
Chengiah Ragaven, who is currently Indigenous People's International and
on campus, is teaching a course on In- the International Human Rights and
dian philosophy for the philosophy de- Legal Aid Fund for the First Nations of
partment, and is expected to engage in a Canada. Throughout his career, he has
few public speaking engagements while been a large proponent of women's
he is here. Ragaven spent the past few rights, and has also focused on the worldBY BETH GILLIGAN

wide elimination of racism.
Lova Eliav will be arriving on campus
in early February to recount his involvement in some of the key historical events
of the twentieth century—World War II,
the Holocaust, the founding of the Israeli
state, and the current issues involving
peace in the Middle East. Eliav's appointment marks his second visit to the Trinity campus; in 1997 he delivered a series
of lectures about his extraordinary life
experiences.
Eliav is responsible for the planning
and construction of 50 Israeli villages,
and has also served as a diplomat, a presi-

dential candidate, a member of Knesset
and the author of several books.
Students reacted warmly upon
hearing about these appointments.
"The presidential fellows program is
one of the best academic programs in
the school. I've spent time with these
people both inside and outside the
classroom, and I've learned a lot from
them.
Jim King is my god!" stated Dave
Alexander '03. Remarked Sarah
St.Germain '03 "I'm really interested to
hear [Ragaven and Eliav's] experienced
perspective on such vital issues."

Trinity December Graduations
Without Ceremony, but Not Without Honor

ning freshman year until January. Students do not have to stand by a strucNews Writer
tured four-year college experience, but
rather are given many opportunities to
This past December, while most stu- live in other countries, attend other indents were packing their bags for Win- stitutions and/or take time off to do with
ter Break, thir ty seniors were packing up what they please.
their rooms for good. In varying
As a result of the various paths that
timeframes and for myriad reasons, they these particular students have chosen,
had completed their degree require- they completed their degrees and college
ments and were thus finished their days requirements in the dead of winter, withas students here at Trinity. But, unlike out a ceremony or public recognition.
shocked to learn of such a severe inci- most graduates, they were not given the According to Sylvia DeMore in the
continued from page one
dence of cheating on campus. Andrew sense of closure and celebration that Registrar's office, "every year, approxiclosing weeks of last semester.
Since then the developments and pro- Baker '03 commented "That's not the comes with the commencement cer- mately 20 students complete their deceedings, in accordance to Trinity pro- kind of academic integrity I'd expect emony held in the spring. Instead, the gree requirements mid-year." As the
cedure, have been kept strictly behind here." While national estimates concern- thirty seniors departed with the same amount of time recommendedforcomclosed doors. While many of those most ing incidents of cheating have been on fanfare afforded a normal college vaca- pleting your college requirements beinvolved have expressed the need to the rise, it appears few in the Trinity tion, despite the facts that they had ac- comes more flexible and as experiences
make the student body aware of issues community anticipated these recent de- complished much during their college abroad expand both in offerings and
careers and were now headed through a popularity, it is not unexpected that anconcerning academic dishonesty, the is- velopments.
With the advances in technology in one way exit out of Trinity and into the nual ly a group of students will end up
sue was seemingly avoided at this
on a different schedule than the rest of
weekend's Trustee meeting in New York. recent years the accessibility of tools to "real world".
Chair of the Academic Affairs Com- such effect have dramatically risen CurThere are a number of reasons why their class.
mittee oi the bGA, Dave Alexander '03, tently much auenium and inunse .->u u- tht-sestutknibkCtlnnuy earlier or latu
However, ll they wish, the seniors may
tiny is being given to a i
g
"I was disappointed and deeply disheart- schoolsucks.com, which provides stu- enough
g Trinity
y credits or AP credits ac- the traditional college
g ggraduation. Some
ened that noneol the senior administra- dents with an index of pirate websites cumulated over the years; others had might choose to do this, simply to find
tors felt it necessary to address this which sell term papers for prices up to fallen behind and needed an extra se- the sense of closure and accomplishment
alarming incident. Had I not mentioned $75.
mester to fulfill the 36-course credit reGiven these circumstances, Dean Tho- quirement. Taking a semester abroad or seemingly lacking in December. Others
it, 1 seriously doubt that the Trustees
mas feels that Trinity College students "off" has become a popular choice for have already begun the new chapter of
would have been made aware."
their life after Trinity and will not walk
Many students and professors were require a more effective "moral compass." many students, as has delaying begin- with the class of 2001.
a BY KATE WILLIAMS

Cheating Case Develops

©is

Career Services

Career Services

The Best Way To Predict Your Future Is To Create It..

The Best Way To Predict Your Future Is To Create It...

Events:
Wednesday, January 24, 2001
Health Professions Networking
Dinner Networking Reception
Harrilin Hall - 6:00PM-7:30PM
Tuesday, January 30, 2001
Careers in Communications with
Peg Berry '86
Alumni Lounge -12:00PM-1:30PM
Saturday, February 3 , 2 0 0 1
Practice MCAT Exam
' Rittenberg Lounge - 9.00AM-4.00PM

Tuesday, February 6, 2001
Women For Hire Career Fair
NewYorh, NY
Manhattan Center - Hammersiein
Ballroom- IO.OOAM-4.00PM
Wednesday, February 7 , 2 0 0 1
NESCAC Reception Advertising
The Williams Club - New Voik City
6:30PM-8:30PM

Information Sessions:
Wednesday, January 3 1 , 2001
Teach for America
Rittenberg Lounge 7:00PM-8:00PM

Monday, February 5 , 2 0 0 1
Mass Mutual Financial Group
Alumni Lounge - 7:O0PM-9:0OPM

Interview Dates:
Monday, February 5, 2001
Columbia Publishing Course
Publishing Students
Tuesday, February 6, 2001
Berkshire Capital Corp
ANALYST

Tuesday, February 6 , 2 0 0 1
Mass Mutual Financial Group
Human Resources, Information
Technology, Financial Services

For more information, visit Trinity Recruiting v\rtw.trincoll.ecluZdeB t ' : / rareer/student ' ;/welco ' T ' e ' htrn

Upcoming Resume Deadlines
Thursday. January 25. 2001
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
- ADVERTISING AGENCIES (AAAA)
Multicultural Arivenisinij Intern Pmgvim
Friday. January 2 6 . 2 0 0 1
Berkshire Capital Corp. - Analyst
GreenPoint Financial - Si immer Internship
Monday. January 29. 2001
Mass Mutual Financial Group
Information Technology
Tuesday. January 30. 2001
Practice MCAT Reservation Deadline Register with Andrea Saarix. 701)2
Wednesday. January 3 1 . 2001
Center for Coastal Studies Summer Intern
Federal Reserve Board Research Assistant
Hartford Areas Rally Together (HART) Lead
Organizer
Hess Educational Organization
Summer Teaching Intern
McKinsey & Co
Strategic Management Consultant
Modis Solutions - Problem Hot-Line Rep
Science Applications International
Corporation - SAIC Summer Intern Program
WWLP-TV • Sales Account Executive. Broadcast
Maintenance. Production Editoi/Videographer
Thursday. February 1. 2001
Brookfield Zoo - Summer Intern
Camp Watitoh • Camp Counselors
Cornell University - The Avon foundation
Summer Research Program Summer Medical
Internship
Hartford Areas Rally Together |HART| Hock
Watch Organizer

Thursday. February 1 r 2001 - eont.
Harvard University- Arnold Atbnifliinr;
Internship Procjrnm
IBM e-business • [.vUriibnvAitilyii.
Pioduction Support Aiinly.il.
International Foundation of Employee
Benefit Plans - \f Iniem
Joan and Sanford I. Weil! Medical College
of Cornell University - Internship
The Joint Program in Survey
Methodology- Sun/pyMrthodotaiy
Lord, Aobett & Company
Internal Wholesaler
Mass Mutual Financial Group
Staffing Assistant
IMorthfield Mount Hermon School
Sunnier react ling li net n
Student Conservation Association |CSA)
Florida Everglades Restoration Project
Friday. February 2 . 2 0 0 1
Accenture |FKA Andersen Consulliiu'il
Technology intern
Choate Rosemary Hall
Summer Teaching Intern
Johns Hopkins University
Summer Reading Instructor
Phillips Academy Internships for Juniois and Seniors
The Coro Foundation - Coro Fellows
Program in Public Affairs
University of Minnesota - Undergr.Klu.iir
Research Intern
Monday. February 5. 2001
Marketing-Werks - Internship
Teach for America - Teach for Arnei if,'i
National Corp Program
The United States Golf Association
Progr ani Assistant

For more information, visit Trinity Recruiting httD://www.trincoH.edu/deDts/careerAtudents/welcome.htm
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ALFRED J. KOEPPEL, DEAD AT 68
Former Trinity Trustee and Patron Dies on Friday Jan. 19
BY JAMES CABOT

Editor-in-Chief

On Friday, Jan. 19 Alfred J.
Koeppel, prominent New York
real estate investor and former
Chairman of the Trinity Board
of Trustee, lost his long and courageous fight with cancer. He
was 68.
Koeppel was born on September 141932 in Brooklyn, NY
to Max and Minnie Koeppel. He
attended Polytechnic Preparatory Country Day School in
Brooklyn 1954 he graduated
from Trinity, where he majored
in romance languages and was
a member of the Theta Xi fraAlfredJ. Koeppel,'54

ternity. Soon after, he joined the tionally, he received the Alumni
family firm of Koeppel & Medal for Excellence and the
Koeppel, a prominent New York Eigenbrodt Cup for outstanding
real estate firm. In 1963 Koeppel service to Trinity, the highest
& Koeppel divided into two honor bestowed on an alum of
separate firms, both bearing the the College. During his tenure as
original name. He rose to be- Chairman of the Board, Koeppel
come a partner in the firm and focused the energies of the Collater became the Chairman of lege on rebuilding the surthe Board of Koeppel Tener Real rounding neighborhood.
Estate Services, Inc., a national
He was unfailingly generous
real estate consulting firm. He to the College and its instituwas also a graduate of the tions. Scott Reynolds '63, SecreBrooklyn Law School.
tary of the College, recalled an
Koeppel was passionately impressive gesture on Koeppel's
committed to Trinity. His many part in his early years as an
years of service were capped by alumnus. At the time Reynolds
hissix year tenure as the Chair- was an undergraduate and a
man of the Board of Trustees member of Theta Xi. The fraterbetween 1990 and 1996 and a 15 nity had run out of its time limit
year tenure as a trustee. Addi- on campus housing and was required, after ten years of existence, to find "independent"
housing. Koeppel lead the funding and construction of a house
for the fraternity, in the building which now houses Campus
Safety, among other offices.

;**#

HOW WAS YOUR FIRST
WEEKEND BACK AT TRIN?
3^^L:,
NICHOLAS P. BARQUIN '02

"This is the exact spot
where I was busted by
campus safety for driving
on the quad Saturday
night"

JESS MARTIN '02

"I didn't really have fun..
I went to AD."

As President of the Board he
was remembered as a voice of
reason. Dean Spencer recalls,
"He was a man who had an unerring instinctforcompromise."
This instinct allowed him to act
as the voice of reason between
the trustees and the faculty, acting to bring a resolutions that
both bodies could accept.
The most challenging moment of Koeppel's tenure as
Chairman of the Board occurred in 1994, when then President Tom Gerety resigned to
accept the presidency of
Amhetst College. His courageous and calm personality
" guided the College and its board
SEE KOEPPEL ON PAGE 10

KARA KLENK '02
JEN VILLA '02

"We just got back from
Italy.! just wish I had
learned a few vulgar
Italian phrases to yell at
campus safety when they
bust every party."

SIDE ORDERS

CHEESE .PIZZA
. • 14" Medium $7.95
16" Large $9.95
Additional Toppings: $.50onmed.
$1.00 on large
anchovies
garlic
olives
riootta
.

bacon
hamburger
onions
sausage

broccoli
cherry peppers
pepperoni
spinach

eggplant
mushrooms
peppers
tomatoes

S4.95
$4.95

FRIES
CHIPS

(16")

. . . . . . , . . : . $3.00

. - . . . ; . . . - • . . , . . ; . ; . ' . . . . $1.99
$.50

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

$15.00

H O U S E SPECIAL . . . . MED $10.00 . LARGE S15.00
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,
peppers.

Additional toppings $2.06 each
• • 4 HOURS NOTICE FLEASEt!

GRINDERS

498BFARMINGTON AVENUE • HARTFORD

16" Whole
8" Half
. . . $3 95 . . . . $7.90
. . . $3.95 . . . . . $7.90
. . . $3.95 . . . . . $7.90
...$3.95 . . . . . $7.90
.
. . . $3.95 . . . . . $7.90
$7,90
. . . $ 3 95
. $7.90
. . . $ 3 95
. . . $3 95 . . . $7.90
. . . $ 4 . 5 0 . . . . . $9.00
. . . $ 3 . 9 5 . . . . . $7.90
. . . $4.25 . . . . . $8.50
. . . $ 4 . 2 5 . . . . . $8.50
. . . $ 4 . 2 5 ."... . $8.50 ,
. . . $4.25 . . . . . $8.50
. $8.50
. . . $ 4 25
....$3.95 :... . $7.90
. . . $3.95 . . . . . $7.90
. . . $ 3 . 9 5 . . . . . $7.90
...$3.95 . . . . . S7.90
. . . $4.99 . . . . . $9.98 -

236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK* 11:00 AM TO 2:00 AM
DELIVERY * *

With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

' »

CHICKEN SALAD
$6 00
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce tomatoes,
olives and cucumbers.
. . . . SS.7S
CHEF SALAD
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce,tomatoes,cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
. . . . $5 75
ANT1PASTO
. . . ..
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce.
':•': .'•. Sfi.Pfi
TUNA SALAD
.
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes olives and cucumbers.
$5;25

.. . . $1 95
TOSSED SALAD . . . .
Italian, Creamy Italian; French, Blue Cheese, Ranch
Thousand Island, and Lite Italian.
Extra D r e s s i n g . . ' . . ' . " : ' . . ' .
. . " ', .4oe

S H R I M P PESTO . . . . . MED $11.25 . LARGE $14.25
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes,
basted in Pesto sauce.
WHITE PIE
MED $7.95 . . . LARGE $9.95
Fresh Mozzarella, romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.
WHITE C1AM
MED $7.95 . . . URGE $9.95
Baby clams, romano cheese, garlic, parsley, oregano
and olive oil.
R A N C H C H I C K E N ..MED $9.95 . . LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions,
tomatoes, basted In ranch dressing.

Buy a Large Cheese
With One Topping
And Get A Second
Large Cheese For

HAWAIIAN
MED $9.95 . . LARGE, $13.25
Pineapple, peppers, ham and hot sauce.

COMBO SPECIAL
Large Cheese
10 Wings (Finders)
2 Liter Soda
s

SALADS

C H I C K E N PESTO
MED $9.95 . . LARGE $13.25
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce.

'SAe f?e5f CPizzw for Zhe (?est (Price

T

GREEK SALAD
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes green peppers,
cucumbers and olives.

$5.25

MOZZARELLA STICKS (8)
CHICKEN FINGERS . . (10)
GARLIC BREAD

SHEET PAN PIZZA

COOKED SALAMI
PASTRAMI
GENOA
HAM
TURKEY
PEPPERONI .
ROAST BEEF . .
TUNA
COMBO (2 kinds of above) . .
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA . .
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
CHICKEN CUTLET
VEAL PARMIGIANA
VEAL CUTLET . , , . .
STEAK/CHEISE .
MEATBALLS
SAUSAGE
B.L.T.
VEGGIE/CHEESE . . . ; . .
ITALIAN . . . . . . . .
..-."..

W I N G S (Mild, Hot) . . . . (10)

E

i4.iS

*5.i§
FHEE
2 LITER SODA
With Any Large
Cheese Pizza

•1.0* OfF

Buy 16" Giant Grinder

2 CANS OF SODA

And Get
1 BAG OF CHIPS &
1 CAN SODA

FHEE

FHEE

Medium
Cheese Pizza

Is asm H H a i W M M j I k ' M ' i a b BJBl^ sn Baa ij

Coupon Gan't Be Combined With Any Other Offer.
'
• Must Mention Coupons When Ordering.
One Coupon per order.

PASTA AND DINNERS
SPAGHETTI, ZITI O R SHELLS WITH SAUCE . . . $5.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI O R SHELLS WITH MEATBALLS $6.95
SPAGHETTI, ZITI O R SHELLS W I T H SAUSAGE $6.95
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA

$7.95

CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
VEAL P A R M I G I A N A W I T H PASTA '..;,'
BAKED ZITI

$8.95
$7.95
$7.95

MEAT RAVIOLI

$6.95

CHEESE RAVIOLI
VEGGIE RAVIOLI
Includes salad and roll

$6.95
$6.95

DESSERT
Cheese Cake
Cappachino Chocolate Cake
BEVERAGES

$2.25
$2.25
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GUIDE TO SPRING
Letter Frot* Paris
RUSH: A HOW TO How to Handle a Rude Parisian: 101
BY W H I T HANSE

Staff Writer

Why it's called Spring Rush I do not understand. There's a foot
snow on the ground, your feet make crunching sounds on the sand,
and everybody's nose is turning red from using tissues. Nonetheless, Spring Rush is the semiannual event when the Fraternities
and Sororities welcome people to learn more about its members
and vice versa. I sat down and talked to a newly inducted Brother
at AD, Tobin Nadeau '03, and a new Sister from Kappa, Alex Lynn
'03. Here's what they had to say...
So why did you two attend Fall Rush Functions?
Tobin: 1 attended rush functions at AD because that is where I
partied during my freshman year. Since I had such a good time
there, I decided that I would check it out and learn more about the
brothers and the other sophomore guys who wanted to pledge too.
Alex: I went alone to the rush function at Kappa, but 1 had a
bunch of friends who already were Sisters. Although I only went
to Kappa rush functions, 1 know that some girls went to several
other houses to get to know them too.
Did you have any fears about going to rush?
Alex: I was scared. Iarrivedaloneandwastryingtomakesmal
talk with new acquaintances. I also wanted to make sure that
stood out in some way from the rest of girls there.
Tobin: I went with a bunch of friends, but I wasn't really nervous or anything.
So looking back on pledging, were there any problems?
Tobin: Although I lost some time to sleep in the afternoon due
to pledge activities, my grades didn't suffer too much because the
Brothers gave us mandatory study halls when the our work built
up.
Alex: Yeah, the time commitment was a big deal but my grades
didn't suffer at all. However, some of the girls I knew had their
grades dip a bit.
If you had to do it again, would you pledge again at the same
place?
j
Tobin: Definitely, I've made some really close friendships with
my pledge brothers and the other Brothers in the house.
Alex: Oh yeah. I love being able to see my Sisters' faces all around
campus. Plus, It's a great way to get your parents to pay for your
beer!
If a friend of yours was hesitant about going to rush functions,
what would you say?
Tobin: They should definitely check it out and learn about the
brothers and the other people that might pledge with you. The
worst thing that will happen is that you'll learn more about the
Brothers.
Alex: I think people should go to rush and learn about all the
different Greek Organizations, because that is the only way you
will find out if you want to be a Sister or a Brother.

0

Top TenSigns that You're Back
on Campus
10. That yellow snow isn't from your dog.
9. You see more people out at night than you see
all day long
8. Anthony Martignetti
7. You wake up next to someone whose name you
can't remem her.
6. Sexile
5. You witness more car accidents in one
Saturday night than you did all vacation.
4. That good morning kiss wasn't from your
Mom.
[
3. The longest line you see all weekend is in
front of Hall late night.
2. You find yourself using words like "tits-up,"
"lewd"and "pickle-sucker."
1. Dude, where's my car?

ter is that a lot of them are but
there is a reason for the reputation.
Foreign
When people come to visit
Correspondent
France where do they go? Paris.
So unfortunately people base
Trying to describe a city like their entire opinion of French
Paris is no small task. 1 have people on the Parisians, who are
been here since October first completely different from the
and there are still so many rest of the country. It would be
things I haven't done. I will be like a foreigner visiting Seattle
here untiljuly 31s' and I am sure for a week and going back to
that by the end this will still be their home saying that Ameritrue. But maybe that's what cans are all friendly, liberal, and
makes Paris so incredible. I try obsessed with coffee.
Getting along with the
to do something new everyday,
French can take some work.
and in this city I can.
For those of you who are There are a few things to keep
thinking about studying in mind. First the French are
abroad, do it. How many other never wrong, and second the
times in your life are you going customer is never righ t. I h ave
to get to live in a foreign coun- gone into stores, asked for help
try relatively responsibility and before I can complete my
question 1 hear the classic, "11 n'y
free?
en a plus," meaning "there aren't
In my program the classes are
anymore." The thing is I was
taught in French. It's definitely
asking for directions. When the
possible to find a study abroad
French say "no" it typically
program in Paris with classes in
English
but if
y o u
want to
become
fluent
t a k e
them in
French.
The first
few days
of class
were, a
night,"
BY SPENCER
ANDERSON

in -a-ive*,

Sometimes I
zone out
in class
at Trinity, but
when
you are in a class with two and
a half hours of lecture in a language you quasi-understand, it
can be very difficult. Many
people had anxiety attacks over
grades in the first few weeks but
after a while jt starts clicking
and then it becomes really fun.
One way to learn is to watch
a lot of TV, especially a show
that you are already familiar
with. For me it was "Les
Simpsons." Some kids bought
the French translation of Harry
Potter and found that it really
helped. Understanding is the
easier part of learning the language, but learning to speak fluently takes some work.
Becoming fluent in Paris is
much harder than in a small
town like Dijon or Tours. In
Paris everyone speaks English
and getting by without it is not
very hard. To learn a foreign
language you have to immerse
yourself and stop speaking English entirely. I do speak too
much English with my friends
but the combination of classes,
my internship, and my host
family have all helped.
While living with a family
has felt a lot like high school in
that I have to be quiet when I
come home at night and I have
to clean my room once in a
while, in the long run it was
probably the right thing to do.
Living with the French has
taught me a lot about their culture. The French have a reputation for being arrogant and
rude, and the truth of the mat-

means, "That's not my job." In
France there is a huge social
stigma to every job and people
in public service positions feel
this the most. Their jobs are secure and don't depend on how
nice they are. A French waiter
was once quoted as saying, "you
don't have to be polite to be
helpful," so when going to a
place like a cafe or the train station be patient because once
they sense that you are nervous
or in a hurry, you're done. It
takes a while getting used to it,
but once you do, Paris is a much
friendlier place.
From time to time my host
mother can be brutally blunt.
One time at dinner, out of nowhere, she told me how disappointed in me she was that I
spoke English with my friends
and it was really hurting my
French. Another time she
walked into my room and said,
I" — — — ' '

"You smell. Please open your
windows before you leave for
class." But then she bought me
a really nice shirt for Christmas.
Who knows what she thinks of
me.
The best part of being here
has been the opportunity to
travel and see places I never
would have seen otherwise.
During the month of September
our group was in the town of
Tours for a month of preparation. I didn't have much work
so I took off for Munich and was
there for the first day of
Oktoberfest. The festival actually takes place in September
because German weather is so
awful in October. European
trains are cheap and fast and
with my Eurail Pass I have been
to Germany, Austria, Hungary,
Italy, Switzerland, and Corsica.
This coming weekend a group
of us is heading to Copenhagen
and then hopefully Stockholm
and Oslo. In the spring we have
t w o
NATHANIEL SILVER
weeks
off and
Spain is
looking
pretty
good.
So in
short, if
you can
bear to
part
with
Hartfor
a semester
or two,
go for it.
It's a
very
unique
opportunity that you may never
get again. And I promise that
after you get over a bit of culture
shock you will always remember your time you spent abroad.

Trinity Around

the Globe

Need a Date?
Blind Dote Review:
Name:_
Year:
Extension:

FILL OUT THIS FORM
AND SEND IT TO THE
TRIPOD BOX:702583
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Koeppel Remembered
continued from page eight
through the period of crisis. "To me great
qualities of loyalty and leadership in
what for him and for the board was
something of a crisis," says Prof. Borden
Painter '58, who was asked by Koeppel
to serve as the interim president until
Evan Dobelle was hired in 1995.
In this situation he was such a model
chairman and represented such an outstanding example of decisive leadership
that his actions were later studied by
Harvard Business School and are still
used in classes. Reyonlds recalls the
highlighting of this particular case at his
35rh reunion ojHBS.

"Alfred was fundamental to the new
Trinity," says Dobelle. He continued his
commitment to Trinity's improvement,

playing a "major role in the construction
of the Master Plan. Alfred's first thought
were always to the faculty and students"
and he demonstrated "great success and
enormous humility."
All three of Koeppel's children attended Trinity as well as his brother
Bevin. He will be remembered by the establishment of the Koeppel Chair of
Classical Studies, approved by the Trustees this past weekend. A Trinity man to
the very end, this past Friday Koeppel
was buried in his Trinity blazer, the crest
of his alma mater on h is breast pocket, a
reunion pin on one lapel and on the
other, a pin emblazoned with the words
"BEATWESLEYAN."

Community Activist of
the Week:
Richard Lawrence '04

Mystical Tarzot
Scale down your commitments to include only activities that make you feel
respected and useful, and choose your
words especially carefully until the
middle of next week. Some particularly
kind words to a friend this week will
go a long way. A contract is in the
works, so you must do everything you
can to make it work NOW. In love, seek
peace and security right now.

-i-

A problem you'vebeenhidingfrom
for a while surfaces this week. You can't
hide from your sub-conscious forever,
so don't be afraid to confront people,
and don't let yourself be an enabler or
a spectator in the lives of people you
care about. Romance might be tricky
this week, so try to communicate
clearly and not let other people affect
your moods (and you know that's a lot
harder than it sounds...)

LIBRA
£]£>
5E.FT25-0CT22 - L

ARIES
MAR 21 -AFR1?

In the past few months you've
earned enough points to last you a
while, so let the past go and forget old
patterns. Your cycle of the past year is
over, and its time for you to emerge into
the world armed with the lessons
you've learned. Your new life awaits
you, so let go of people in your love life
who've done you wrong. You don't
need them, and someone even more
amazing is waiting in the wings for
you...

Emphasize your strengths rather
than your weaknesses this week, and
seek out the silver lining whenever you
can. Its there, but its going to take some
creative thinking to bring it into the
forefront. Don't be frightened away
from a situation that appears too expensive or impractical, it could be just
what you need. Romantically, this
week is the right time for a confession.

5coRno

TAURUS '
AFR 2O - MAY 2C

OCT25-NOV2!
By the end of the week you'll gain
important insights into your position
with within a group, and realize that
all your soul-searching hasn't come
close to preparing you for what lies
. ahead. Others may. resent your sucI cess, but they have ho'iSe'a'whaf you"
put into it every day, so let them go.
Get to the gym, too, you'll need all the
energy you can get soon enough...

\

.-

e

••

This week shows potential for verba
confrontations, probably due to your
and your opponent's stubborn.refusa"
to budge on an issue. It may be that its
time to end a relationship that's been
draining you, but loudly taking sides
"will justlhaice'tlife profele'nr iriibre'of a
hassle. You've got a ton of romantic energy this week, so spend it wisely...

1

•.-•.-

Richard Lawrence '04, started working with Trinity's chapter of PIRG the minute
he arrived on campus. Ffe became one of the chapters most dedicated workers
and intends to keep working with PIRG this semester. Last semester, Lawrence
was one of Trinity's chairs of the Wild Forest Campaign. The Campaign pressured
the federal government to declare thousands of acres of forest land off limits to
logging, drilling and other potentially destructive activities. Lawrence also helped
out in PIRG's annual Thanksgiving food basket drive witch provided over 50
Thanksgiving dinners to local Hartford residents. This semester Lawrence plans
on working on a campaign to clean up Connecticut's 5 dirtiest power plants. He
also will be serving as one of PIRG's state representative. Lawrence comes from
Toronto, Ontario and is a member of the Tennis Team. To sum up his ongoing
community activism, Lawrence said "On the whole we are getting goodstuff don
and working on good issues."
-Jon Prosnit
To nominate someone for Community Activist of the Week, please contact Jon
Prosnit, x3339 or Claire Moodie, x3293.

SAGITTARIUS '§
NOV2.2-DE.C2l
;

Work, friends, and love seem to blend
effortlessly this week, and people will
come out in throngs to celebrate your
successes over, the past few months.
One friend or lover may hang back
: from publicly supporting you, but that
-doesn't mean the love's not there. This
is a golden time for you, so enjoy it.

f

CAPRICORN
DE.C22-JAN I?

Optimism andenthusiasm can finally replace defensive tactics after
last weekend, and you feel you have a
much clearer view of where you
stand with someone you care about.
Release old patterns of negative
thinking and doubt, and try to step
into the new semester with the confidence you've earned in the last few
months.
.'

AQUARIUS
JAN 20 - f E15 18

GEMINI
MAY 21 -XIN2O

What has seemed sluggish in the last
month lurches forward midweek, and
you may even find yourself at the receiving end of highly deserved praise
by Friday. An agreement that's been in
the works for a while is finally going
to pull itself together.. In your love life,
take baby steps. You can't control how
others behave, so focus on controlling
how you react to them.

CANCER
Its your job to promote optimism
and hope this week, even when others
prove demanding or unwilling to
compromise. The name of the game
is teamwork, and you're going to have
to get it going. Romantic partners may
also show signs of the pettiness in
which you feel surrounded, so be extra soothing if you can, and no matter
what, remember to rise above it all.

LEO
JUL25-AUG22

You have a feeling this week of hav-.
ing been let out of an emotional or
work-related jail of sorts, so feel free
to indulge yourself by thinking big
and surrounding yourself with
people who share your vision. In your
love life you may want a partner to
carry more of the emotional load, but
be patient. Don't let their limitations
piss you off just yet - focus on yourself and your goals instead.

For a while now you feel as though
you've been straddling two worlds, and
this week will bring you more stability than you've had in a while. You'll
still command the same respect as always, but your job description may
have changed. The future is a lot
brighter than you can imagine right
now. Your love life is filled with what
you love most - variety, so don't hold
back now.

JANUARY
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Archy and Mehitabel Full of Humor and Allegory
An Animal Love Story Frames the Most Offbeat of the January Musicals
BY HILLARY EVANS

Arts Writer

Archy and Mehitabel, one of the TrinityJanuary musicals, offered its audience
a lighthearted interpretation of a classic
relationship dilemma. Originating
from different backgrounds and espousing diverse moral attitudes, the relationship between Archy the cockroach and
Mehitabel the cat, appears destined for
hardship.
The story is about the morally-upstanding newspaper journalist Archy
who falls for an alley cat. Mehitabel's propensity for rejecting stability causes her
to suffer emotionally at the hands of
tomcats.
However, she is a resilient character,
especially with support from her friend
Archy. Mehitabel recovers from her
failed relationships with Big Bill, an alley cat, and Tyrone T. Tattersall, a theatre
cat.
Mehitabel is then convinced by Archy
to settle down to the life of a house cat,
but Mehitabel laments being transformed from her previously independent self into a parlor trick-performing
cat.
In the end, Mehitabel escapes her domesticated captivity to return to Archy

and her Shinbone Alley cronies for a fiJohn McCormick '04 portrayed a per. nal triumphant song.
fect tomcat, singing in a manner true to
Despite the gravity of the characters' his character. In addition to Blair's charimpoverished existence,
the characters use humor
and their own personal
charisma to embrace
their diversity and independent lifestyles.
Energetically played
by Peter Blair '01, Archy
injected the musical with
comedic life. Blair meticulously portrayed the
lovelorn cockroach.
Amanda Holden '02,
performed the role of
Mehitabel, not only offering the audience a
lovely singing voice, but
also a true embodiment
of the spirit of an alley
cat.
Like her cronies, played
by Alicia Ditta '03,
Kariann Sweeney '03, and
Shayla Titley '02, Holden
genuinely appeared to
enjoy herself onstage.
LAURARAND
Her three pals added a delightful presence to the The cast of Archy andMehitabelprovided a
plot with their singing rousing evening with their polished
performance at the January Musicals.
and dancing.

acter, McCormick brought humor onto
the stage with his performance. Sasha
Bratt's '03 role as Tyrone T. Tattersall, a
theatre cat who steals Mehitabel's heart,
offered a lighthearted parody of those involved in the theatre. His and Holden's
rap performance of "Oh Romeo, Romeo"
was not only humorous and well-performed, but it also presented an
untraditional interpretation of
Shakespeare.
In addition to this number, Holden's
and Blair's song "Flotsam and Jetsam"
was lively, well-sung and well-choreographed.
Jeanette Bonner '02, who played
Archy's boss at the newspaper, also
played her character well.
The piano accompaniment, performed by Gerald Moshell, and the choreography, created by Julia Strong '94,
both proved to be exceptional aspects of
the musical. They fleshed out the performance to fully embrace its rowdy, yet
heartfelt nature.
Surprisingly, there were no props or
scenery used in this performance of the
play. However, this was more than made
up for with the excellent combination of
quality acting, singing, music, choreography and costumes. They made Archy
and Mehitabel delightful and entertaining.

It's All About the Art in Mozart's The Impresario
BY ANDREW BAKER

Arts Writer

tough material in the January
musicals this Saturday, with
their rendition of Mozart's The
Impresario (Der Schauspieldirecktor).
The choice of a small opera
by Director Gerald Moshell was
an interesting one. The January
Musicals have given us everything from Sondheim to Broadway to New England premieres
and to Mozart. Moshell has always given his audience unique
shows and has not been afraid
to experiment with the

t

"blackbox" theatre.
from two sopranos competing and quite ambitious under- Eiler, in frustration, forces the
The title role of the impresa- for an upcoming performance. study. Noakes's powerful solo task upon himself.
rio, Herr Frank, is played by
Bratt storms from the stage
Madame Silberklang, played beautifully displayed her inAlexander (Sasha) Bratt '03. The by Dena Riegel '04, is billed as credible singing capabilty.
with an impassioned speech
^cha/acter-.j^ an ,qf>eja.|ic,direc-t
tor who struggles with the fiBratt storms from the stag^ewlWaWmTpassioned speech about the
nancial practicalities of staging
a production while maintainimportance of the opera for the sake of the art itself This is, of
ing the ethics of the "true" artcourse, the same place at which he started the performance. The
ist. Herr Frank was at times
final comedy comes from the cliched but enduring sentiment that
passionate, at times more apathetic or jaded by his years of ex"the more things change, the more they stay the same."
perience.
Bratt's role never called on
him to sing, but he acted the an aging prima donna. She is a
The opera itself is a short, one about the importance of the oppart well.- He commanded the vain, but established woman in act comedy. The humor arises era for the sake of the art itself.
attention of the audience with the world of opera.
from the connection between This is, of course, the same place
his intriguing stage presence.
Her competition, Miss the two women and a.rrch at which he started the perforThe focal point of the Sweetsong; played by Jennifer banker, Herr Eiler, played by mance.
impresario's conflict comes Noakes '01, is a younger, prettier David Porter '04, who has be- :
The final comedy comes
come involved with both from the cliched but enduring
women. His character runs be- sentiment that "the more things
tween each woman, called on to change, themore they stay the
play diplomat, pacifier and fin- same."
ancier to the production.
The final number, called."!
• The last character, Buff, is an am Sure I am the Most Imporemployee of the impresario who tant," has the four remaining
has less than loyal convictions players each singing to the auto the cause. The part was dience about the importance of
played by Cynthia Convey '04. their own role in the opera to
Convey constantly offered hu- come. Though they may. have
mor for the audience, but the come closer to understanding
majority of it comes through in that "the play is the thing," their
her actions, not in her words, a vanities remain much the same.
trait of a talented actress.

ALMOST Abroad Program
University of Hawaii
at Manoa

A college semester you'll never forget. Choose
from an unparalleled array of courses on Asia,
Hawai'i, and the Pacific while living in a vibrant
multi-cultural community.

Next semester, study abroad
without leaving the country
For complete information, connect to:
www2.hawaii.edu/almost or e-mail anitah@hawaii.edu
On campus housing and meals available.

The University of Hawai'i at Maioa is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution.

The Impresario, on the whole,

The strength of the entire
production was one of four musical numbers called "Your
Voice is Quite Archaic, Dear."
The piece is a trio, and because
it is sung in English, the interaction between Sweetsong, Eiler
and Silberklang is more apparent than in the original Italian.
The singing proved strong
from both Riegel and Noakes.
Though too quiet for some
shows, Porter's soft singing
proved perfectly in character
with that of the calculating
banker who is somewhat tentative around two outspoken, selfimportant women.
The opera concludes with the
impresario's departure from the
world of the stage, after Herr

was commendable. There were
no poor performances and there
were no outstanding performances. No one actor upstaged
any other. The cast worked with
a chemisrty that allowed the
show to be enjoyed moment by
moment. Each actor fed off of
the others' energy as well as the
audiences.
The preparation that went
into the musical was clear to the
audience, which was entertained, enriched, and occasionally, included!
The actors involved in The
Impresario deserve recognition
for extending themselves beyond the ordinary genre of the
musical and into the difficult
and rewarding.world of Mozart.
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No Clear Winners at This Year's Golden Globes
Gladiator, Almost Famous Win Top Awards, But Aren't Overwhelming
It was supposed to be a great of the evening was that for Best
next.
The award for Best Picture night for Traffic director Steven Actor (drama). In a field with
Arts Editor
(drama) was a contest between Soderbergh, who was nomi- Tom Hanks, Russell Crowe,
the movies Billy Elliot, Sun- nated for Best Director and Best Javier Bardem, Geoffrey Rush
Last year, even if it did not shine, Erin Brockovich, Gladia- Picture (drama) for Traffic and and Michael Douglas, the Holdeserve it, we all knew that tor, Traffic and Wonder Boys. Erin Brockovich. It was even lywood Foreign Press did not
American Beauty was going to The two "favorites" were said to quipped at one part of the make the same mistake twice.
win Best Picture at the Golden be Gladiator and Traffic, but it evening that,
Globes. In the previous year, we was Gladiator that went home because he was
had an exciting three-way race with the yellow sphere. The c o m p e t i n g
between Saving Private Ryan, epic, which claims to be in the against himself,
La Vita EBella, and Shakespeare same vain as Spartacus, The if Soderbergh
i n Love. This year, there was no Robe, and Ben-Hur, was thought won he would
mandate or favorite. The sus- to be too commercial and for- still lose. Well,
pense would last all the way mulaic, but that ended up not he ended up
until Liz Taylor opened the final being the case. Gladiatofs only only losing.
envelope prematurtey in the other award was for Hans
The Best Dimost bizzare event of the night. Zimmer's score.
rector award
In fact, the two commercial
Almost Famous beat out com- went to Ang Lee
successes opened before the petitors in a field that included for his beautiful
summer season. The last time a Chicken Run, 0 Brother, Where film Crouch-ing
movie opened that early and Art Thou?, Best in Show, and Tiger, Hidden
stood the test of time was in Chocolat to win the Golden Dragon. Per1992 with Silence of the Lambs. Globe for Best Picture (musical haps the most
That movie came out in Febru- or comedy).
critically acary and swept the Oscars, but
Cameron Crowe's second fea- claimed movie
Gladiator and Erin Brockovich ture also won the Globe for Best of the year,
are not the shoo-ins tha t Silence Supporting Actress (any genre), CrouchingTiger
was. Where does that leave us? newcomer Kate Hudson. In this also took home
COURTESY OF AOL.COM
It leaves us with the 58'1' an- musical or comedy section the statue for
nual Golden Globe Awards, George Clooney won for 0 Best Foreign Tom Hanks excitedly accepts his
which came and went this Brother Where Art Thou? Film.
Golden Globe for Cast Away.
weekend. Alwaysscheduledin against heavy competition from
It is rare that
January, sandwiched between such big names as Robert
While they ignored the genius
the New Year and the Super DeNiro, Mel Gibsonjim Carrey the Best Director's film does not
of Cast Away in categories such
win
Best
Picture,
let
alone
get
Bowl, the Globes are often a pre- and John Cusack
nominated. There is going to be as Best Picture and Best Direccursor to the Oscars.
The movie Traffic was sup- a very close race at the Oscars tor, they were not remiss in givThis year started with no fa- posed to fair well, and started between Almost Famous, ing the award to Hanks. In one
vorite and ended with one win- out by winning the first award Crouching Tiger, Hidden of the most daring and believner. That means either there of the"evening. BenicioDelToro Dragon and Gladiator. Erin able performances this year,
were too many good movies this got the nod for Best Supporting Brockovich remained in the run- Hanks had to carry much of the
year that the wealth had to be Actor (any genre). It also won ning, however, when Julia Rob- film alone, with no underscore
spread out, or it meant that the the Globe for Best Screenplay, erts took home the-Golden and no dialogue, An inspiring
selection was poor and one but it could not keep its rno- Globe for Best Actress (drama). choice by director Robert
One of the most drverscraces Zemeckis that Hanks pulled off
movie was no better tteiTV the' • tftetimm. ' '
BY SASHA BRATT

brilliantly.
The annual Cecil B. deMille
Award for Lifetime Achievement went to the incomparable
Al Pacino. Kevin Spacey narrated his film clips and introduced him. Pacino, truly one of
the greatest actors of all time,
was visibly touched and
thanked those who first influenced him to pursue acting.
The television half of the
awards has always made for
memorable primet'ime; whether it was Ving Rhames giving
his award to Jack Lemmon, or
Sarah Jessica Parker showing
the world that she really is a
dumb blond with her "did I really win?" speeches.
The masses got that treat
again when Parker won for Best
Actress in a Series (comedy) for
Sex and the City. Sex also won
for Best Show (comedy). Best
Actor (comedy) went to Kelsey
Grammer for his work on the
perennially nominated Frasier.
Reprising its performance
from last year, The West Wing
maintained its dominance.
Martin Sheen received the
Golden Globe for Best Actor
(drama) as well as a standing
ovation worthy of a sitting
president. The show also beat
out CSl, The Practice, ER, and
The Sopranos to become the
Best Television Series (drama).
The Golden Globes provided
us with laughs, tears, and a few
surprises. But, we saw no clear
favorite to look for as we eagerly
await the upcoming Oscar
nominations.
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Talented Actors Only Draw of trite John and Jen
Alumni Performers' Talent Proves Only Positive in a Script Full of Negatives
B Y SHEREE A D A M S

Arts Writer

The right players in the wrong play
proved to be the lasting effect left by the
musical John and Jen, one of the four
January Musicals presented at the Austin Arts Center from the eighteenth to
the twenty-first.'
In order to make the musical work, the
actors Matthew Morse '98 and Lisa
Gurevich Sabin '93, faced the extra challenge of executing near-perfect renditions of the title siblings as they evolved
from young children to adults (in the
case of Matthew Morse, the evolution
took place twice).
The nearly overwhelming weaknesses
of the play included sappy songs, trite
dialogue and a storyline that seemed.to
include every convention of the American dysfunctional family.
Thankfully, the strong performances
of the two actors, and the musical accompaniment were enough to distract
the audience.

Morse's enthusiasm and expression as
a child, his whimsy at Christmastime,
and playfulness when making believe,
are all captured with humor and style.
Sabin's metamorphosis through the generations as a boy-crazed teenager, a
mind-bending hippy in the '60s, and finally a responsible, yet overprotective
single mother were all convincingly represented.
These talented actors executed their
craft with stunning ability. However,
when one ventures past the aesthetic
level of John andjen and into the basics
of its storyline,, illusions of perfection
disappear.
Inevitably, the happy-go-lucky John is
replaced with a hardened version of his
former self due to the effects of a difficult family life and separation from his
older sister. John's and Jen's typical childhood spent together is broken apart by
six bitter years spent apart as Jen ventures to New York City for college.
The siblings awkwardly reunite and
end up leaving in a feud concerning both
the worth of their abusive father and the

impending Vietnam War.
John enlists in the Navy, and only a
few moments after they part, we see Jen

LAURA RAND

Matthew Morse '98 and Gurevich Sabin '93 portray the many stages of
life of two siblings in the January Musicals' John and Jen.

placing an American flag on the floor,
and mourning the loss of her beloved
little brother, killed in action.
Jen later gives birth to a son that she
names after her deceased brother, and
lives out her guilt concerning the men
in her life (most evidently her brother)
vicariously through this son.
Morse, who plays both Johns, does so
with success. Somehow he portrays his
characters such that they can be told
apart, yet also linked through Jen and a
few common personality traits.
duet of "At Night She Comes Home to
BY KATE HUTCHINSON
Kathy Schiano, as the cellist, percusMe," singing of. their difficulty in, undersending the womferi they'love. *
The couples themselves adequately
When The New York Times first re- meshed, especially during the various
viewed Baby in 1982, it accidentally gave duets. This was done most notably in
the show a bad name. That's how Gerald Sweeney's and Fordham's rendition of
Moshell introduced Sunday's perfor- "And What If We Had Loved Like That,"
mance, describing to the audience how, in which they face the danger of losing
though the original review was intended their marriage.
as praise, it ended up being damaging to
Although this musical leans toward
the show.
the dramatic, it is infused with a great
That's too bad, because an excellent sense of comedy. No one could help but
show has gone unheard of. The musical laugh at "The Ladies Singing Their Song."
is well written, sincere, and brags a clever In this bluesey tune, Ditta describes the
touch of humor and a wonderful score. annoyance of perfect strangers apThe story revolves around three proaching her on the street and regaling
couples, each affected by pregnancy. her with their own pregnancy stories
Lizzie (Alicia Ditta '03) and Danny (Alex because she is pregnant.
Gould '04) are college juniors who find
This scene included a hilarious perforthemselves with a baby on the way. Pam mance by Convey as a Southern-sound(Shayla Titley.'02) and Nick (Tim O'Brien ing woman who insisted on telling Ditta
'01) face a childless marriage after years how her mother gave birth by squatting
of trying to conceive. Arlene (Kari Ann in a field, and she herself gave birth in
Sweeney '03) and Alan (Ben Fordham the backseat of a bus.
The only drawback to Baby was the
'03) discover that Arlene is pregnant,
again after twenty years and three pre- sound, which left a lot to be desired.
Since the musical was performed in the
vious children, already grown.
As the story progresses, each couple smaller Garmany Hall, the acoustics
must decide how their pregnancies, or worked against the actors. Ditta, whose
lack thereof, will affect their own rela- voice is beautiful, but a little soft, was
tionships. The portrayal of these difficult sometimes lost against the brilliant pichanges among the characters was stun- ano playing of director Gerald Moshell.
The spread of the actors throughout
ningly tender and sincere in Trinity's
performance. Each actor conveyed a the space also caused an imbalance of
deep sense of emotion without becom- sound among the different voices, leaving some of them overpowered and ining melodramatic.
Particularly moving were the scenes audible against others.
Yet, the interesting choreography of
involving Nick's and Pam's efforts to conceive by following the embarrassing and the show, which allowed actors to interfrustrating directions of their doctor. act with the audience somewhat, cerTitley beautifully depicted a woman's tainly worked in the show's favor. I found
feelings of despair and disappointment O'Brien's eager pleading for understand-:
ing that much more powerful when he
in the face of infertility.
The ensemble, made up of Jeanette walked up the risers and faced specific
Bonner '02, Micah Cogen '03, and audience members. Moreover, the choreCynthia Convey '04 worked brilliantly ography was extremely natural. Obviwith the main characters, helping to ously, not all the actors were trained
dancers. Yet, the moves allowed everyone
move the story smoothly along.
The songs in Bairy convey a great sense to look like pros.
This weekend's performance of Baby
of emotion from the characters, and the
strong cast helped to keep the songs combined a heart-rending score and
surging with feeling. O'Brien and Gould cleverly written script with some of the
truly moved the audience with their finest of Trinity's performers.

Underappreciated
Baby Proves its Worth
at Garmany Hall

sionist Steve Collins and pianist Gerald
Moshell contributed greatly to the general feeling of the musical.

The deliveries of Morse and Sabin were
rendered even more effective with the orchestration.
Unfortunately, the play smacks of familiarity at every plot twist and touchingly-performed song. The playwright
manipulates the actors in obvious and
overdone ways that detract from the
strength of the performers. While it
takes its audience through tears and
shivers, not even the most perfect actors
and musical accompaniment could elevate the script of John andjen past mediocrity.

Are You
Having Sex?

If you are female and having sex, you need an
annual gynecological exam, with screening
forsexuaily-transmitted infections (STIs). Men
should also bescreenediftheyortheir partners
are experiencing any problems in the genital
area.
Chlamydia, a sexually transmitted infection, is
on the rise. When diagnosed it can be treated
and cured. If untreated, Chlamydia can cause
other health problems, namely pelvic
inflammatory disease and infertility. Many
infected people are symptom-free. So it is
important to practice safer sex with condom
use and to get annual gyn examswith screening
for STIs.
Please feel free to call the Health Center(x2018)
if you have any questions or concerns or if you
would like ot make an appointment for an SIS
screening exam. The Health Center does
anonymous as well as confidential STI testing.
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Wednesday, January 24

Driving Miss Daisy?
An unidentified male was spotted driving
a fully loaded Jeep Grand Cherokee acros the
Main Quad on Saturday night. Fully loaded in
this case did not so much refer to the
automobile's options, although it is a nice car
(people have been known to sleep in the ve
hide over night, attesting to its abundant com
fort features). Rather, it was fully loaded with
eight Trinity students.
Sighted by Campus Safety, the driver fought
a tough Paris to Dakkar style of f-road duel, but
eventually the sleekly refined mini-van proved
to be to much. Pulled over for questioning, the
driver of the Grand Cherokee calmly informed
the officer that he was a member of Doctors
Without Borders and that he was in the midst
of performing a mercy mission.
At this point a badly hobbled student
stepped out of the vehicle and explained that
the compassionate driver was merely returning
him to his dorm after a night on VernonSt.
With a tear in his eye, the Campus Safety
officer let the group proceed on their mission
of mercy.

Heads up!
Optimistic about her chances for the
evening, a certain female student made her way
from her dorm and proceeded through the
Trinity campus in a northward direction.
Calmly strolling down the Long Walk on Friday night, an innocent and harmless sophoIrnpre female-was struckin the head with ag
lltcrranr bccrcnn launched from a ja'rvis window
[Mildly injured, and stunned by the senseless attack, the victim sought refuge behind a nearby
tree until the barage dissipated, at which point
she made a run for cover. As a result of this random act of violence, the Long Walk has been
declared a de-militarized zone.

.Straight-jackets mean nothing to me..
Finally...one from the archives. This particular story concerns a nameless individual
who has grown into a hero to the entire junior
class.
Way back in the mists of the fall of 199!
our hero was coolly wandering down Vernon
St. at 5 am. Spotted by Campus Safety, our intrepid hero was pulled aside and questioned.
Responding in his native tongue, which sounds
like a mixture of "ugghs" and "ahhs" he calmly
explained that he was looking for a party. Unfortunately, his superb linguistic display had
little effect on the villainous officer, who
promptly declared him drunk, or crazy, o
maybe both.
Our hero was ushered into the Campu
Safety vehicle and transported to the Hartfor
Hospital. Upon arrival, the on-duty medicaj
personnel provided a wheel-chair for our hero
who sat down and smiled, before beginning t
thrash about violently. Fearing his super-hu
man strength and killer instinct, the hospitai
staff bound him to the wheel-chair and plac&
him in an empty room.
After an hour of such barbaric solitary con
finement, our hero devised a cunning an dan
gerous plan. Emotionlessly he summoned
medical staffer and explained that h
desparately needed to use the restroom. Th
staffer wheeled him into the bathroom, anc
freed him from his bonds that restricted hi:
arms and secured him to the wheel-chair.
At this moment, our hero ushered all of hi;
available strenght and pushed thestaffer out o
the way. He then quickly made his way out o:
the hospital and galloped at full speed back t
the friendly confines of Camp Trin-Trin on
foot.
Making his way back into his dorm, our i
lustrious hero settled into his bed to reflect on
his adventures and rest his challenged min<
and muscle for future Vernon St. adventures.
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5:00 PM

STUDIO 47 MUSIC: PETER JONES

Yosuke Yotoriyama will presenting "Does the
Public School System Fulfill Children's Rights to
Education: Comparing the Japanese and American Models" in Terrace Room B, Mather Hall from
5:00 PM to 6:30 PM. Part of the International Human Rights Lecture Series. Attendance is free. For
information call x2029.

Pianist Peter Jones and drummer Doug Raneri
perform improvisations and compostions blending jazz, folk, and classical music. Wednesday,
January 31 at 7:30 PM. Seabury Hall, studio 47,3rd
floor. Admission is free.

Thursday, January 25

The Austin Arts Center presents an engaging
and eclectic three-night reper tory of stories by six
solo theater performers. Drawing from the community of professional Trinity artists as well as
visiting guests, these interlaced programs are
bound together by themes of biography - lucid
passages from the lives of compelling characters,
real and imagined, and from the lives of the performers themselves. The six solo performances
will feature: Lesley Farlow, Mara Lieberman,
Deborah Lubar, Robbie McCauleyJeffry walker,
and Deke Weaver. Running from Thursday, February 8 to Saturday, February 10 at 8:00 PM. $10
general, $6 discounts, free with Trinity ID. Call
Austin Arts at 297-2330 for more information.

4:15 PM

The Trinity Center for Collaborative Teaching
and Research will be featuring Professor Paul
Lauter as this month's Trinity Author Series presentation. He will be speaking in Hamlin Hall,
reception to follow. Contact x2568 if you have any
questions. Admission is free. Refreshments will
be provided.

Thursday, January 25

4:00 PM

Dr. Joshua S. Rodefer, Research Fellow in Psychobiology and Lecturer on Psychology at
Harvard Medical School will be presenting "Alcohol: A primer on use, abuse, and treatment."
Held in LifeSciences Center rm 132. Refreshments
will be held at 5 PM, admission is free. Part of the
Psychobiology/Behavioral
Neuroscience
Canidate Seminar.

Thursday, February 8

4:00 PM

BIO/AUTO

SEXUAL PERVERSITY IN
CHICAGO

Dr. Peggy Drexler will be presenting her talk
"Parenting: Gay or Straight, Does it Matter?"in
Hamlin Hall, Faculty Club. Sponsored by the
Women's Studies Department and the Psychology
Department. Admission is free.

• Justin Ball, '01, directs David Mamet's acerbic
play of a young foursome sorting out their lives.
Shows are on Thursday, February 8 at 4:15 and
8:00 PM in Seabury Hall, studio 19.

Tuesday, February 13

OEDIPUS THE KING

6:00 PM

The Women's Center presents the I AM BEAUTIFUL conference. This experiential workshop
shares concrete tools for uncovering the beautiful inner self and building a more confident, solid
base from which to explore one's unique purpose
and value. All are welcome. From 6:00 PM - 8:30
PM in Hamlin Hall. Includes dinner. Please RSVP
to x2408.

Fromjanuary 11 through February 11 the Hartford Stage presents Oedipus the King, by
Sophocles,directed byjonathan Wilson. Call the
Hartford Stage for more info and to order tickets.

Wednesday, February 14

On Sunday, February 18. at .2:30 PM at the Yale
Center for British Art Margaret van Dijk conducts
the Concert of Eighteenth Cenrury Music, featuring compostions by G.F. Handel, D. Corri, and a
selection f romjohn Gray's The Beggar's Opera. For
more information, call Center at (203) 432-2800.
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The Department of Religion presents the
Michael P. Getlin Lecture in Religion "The Politics
of Biblical Interpretation" to be given by Dr. John
J. Collins, Yale Divinity School in McCook Auditorium. Admission is free.

CONCERT OF EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY MUSIC

_

p

GlNiiTUDIG
BEST IN SHOW

Wed. - Sat., Jan. 24-27
Sat., Jan. 24

mJmmmm Mmmm J H

7:30 PM
2:30 PM

(2000) Directed by Christopher Guest. Screenplay by Guest and Eugene Levy. Cast: Christopher Guest,
Parker Posey, Eugene Levy, Catherine O'Hara, Fred Willard. With some kind of innate detector for the absolutely ludicrous, Christopher Guest has deflated the foolishness of heavy metal bands in This is Spinal Tap,
and of local theater in Waiting for Guffman. Luckily, he has found another subject ripe for satire: the high
seriousness and cutthroat competition of a big time dog show. The cast (human and canine alike) has a
wonderful time going for broke in this hilarious mock documentary. We can't give away too much, but some
of the best moments include Guest "speaking for" his bloodhound Hubert, a yuppie couple with an overindulged weimaraner, and a clueless master of ceremonies whose of f-color innuendoes give his commentary
"an unexpected lift. 89 min.

CHARLIE'S ANGELS

Fri. & Sat., Jan. 26 & 27

9:30 PM

(2000) Directed by McG. Screenplay by Ryan Rowe, Ed Solomon and John August, based on the TV show.
Cast: Drew Barrymore, Lucy Liu.Cameron Diaz, Bill Murray, Tim Curry, Crispin Glover and John Forsythe.
Back in the seventies, one television series dared to give us a troika of crime fighting babes, armed only with
lip gloss, blow dryers and a flair for martial arts. Some 25 years later, Charlie's Angels still rule. As the next
generation of Angels, Drew Barrymore, Cameron Diaz and Lucy Liu deliverpure machisma, combating the
forces of evil as they turn any number of men into babbling fools. We promise you'll enjoy this fun movie
with a delectably cheesy soundtrack (remember Heaven Must be Missing an Angel?) that is irresistible to all
but the most ill-tempered of music lovers. 92 min.

THE SORROW AND THE PITY Sun. Jan 28 & Mon. Jan 29 (I) 2:30,7:30 PM
Sun. Jan 28 &Tues. Jan 30 (II)
7:30 PM
(France, 1971) Directed by Marcel Ophuls. Written by Ophuls and Andre Harris. With: Pierre MendesFrance, Louis and Alexis Grave, Anthony Eden, Rene de Chambrun, Claude Levy, Albert Speer. Film lovers
owe a debt of gratitude to Woody Allen, a longtime champion of The Sorrow and the Pity, who was behind
the making of a new print of this amazing film. First released in 1971, Marcel Ophuls' epic documentary
shocked the world with its re-appraisal of the Holocaust, and the actions of the French during Nazi Occupation. It is a revelation to hear Ophuls1 subjects - many of whom are gone now - speak freely to the camera
With varying degrees of courage, apathy or sympathy for the Nazi agenda, they convey the complex reactions of people when faced with evil. "Ophuls displays a rare talent for overlapping the past and the present
forcing us to embrace life's darker truths." -Bill Desowitz, Nev? York Times. Part One: The Collapse (135 mini
and Part Two: The Choice (130 min) will be screened in separate shows. The Sunday afternoon and evening
performances are cosponsored by The Alliance Francaise of Greater Hartford.
1
, _"
-compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Carolyn Webb

FREE ICE SKATING

From Monday, January 29 through Friday,
March 16, Carolyn Webb will be featured in the
Austin Arts Center Widener Gallery. Her familiar yet mysterious abstract sculptures are made
from elements of nature. Opening reception is on
Mondayjanuary 29 from 4:30 PM - 6:30 PM. Admission is free, open 1:00 PM-6:00 PM daily.

Wednesday Night Movie Series

There will be free skating again this year at
Kingswood Oxford School. Trinity students and
employees are allowed to use the rink for free ice
skating on Feb 18 from 12:45 PM thorugh 2:30 PM.
Trinity ID required for admission, and no rentals
are available, so be sure to bring your own.

On Wednesday, January 24 come see "The
Skulls" at 10:00 PM in McCook Auditorium. Ad^
mission is free. Sponsored by the Office of Student Activites and Campus Centers.

The Paul Mellon Bequest

RA SELECTION

The current exhibition at the Yale Center
forBritish Art is the Paul Mellon Bequest: Treasures
of a Lifetime. It opens February 17, and includes
160 paintings, with a selection of sculptures,
works on paper, and rare books. Yale Center for
British Art is located at 1080 Chapel Street in New
Haven, CT. For a listing of weekly museum tours
and events call (860) 432-2800.

Please come and learn about the RA selection
process from current RAs and other Residential
Life staff. The meeting is Tuesday,January 23 at
8:00 PM in trhe High Rise Community Room.

On Thursdayjanuary 25 there will be a Psychic Fair at 8:00 PM in the Vernon Social Center.
Admission is free.

Chapel Happenings
Tuesday, January 23
8:30 PM
:. . •...

:

Q u a k e r Prayer Group
Crypt Chapel

Wednesday, January 24
12 noon
5:00 PM
6:00 PM

Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel
Carillon Lessons
Change Ringing Lessons

Thursday, January 25
6:30PM

.'••':'•'

\

Friday, January 26
5:15 PM

Service of Praise and Worship

Sunday, January 28
4:15 PM
.5:00 PM
5:30 PM
11:00 AM

The Taekwondo Club will be meeting every
Monday and Thursday from 7:30 PM through
8:30 PM in the Ferris Wrestling room. All levels
are welcome, no experience necessary. Please call
Stuart Hatch at x2666 for more information.

WRITING ASSOCIATES
PROGRAM
If you are interest in the Writing Associates
Program, please call Dr. Beverly Wall x2459 for
more information and application information
This year's deadline for student applications is
February 9.

STUDY AWAY DEADLINES

Z e n M e d i t a t i o n "^ •/•• '•••'. ?
Crypt Chapel

TAEKWONDO CLUB

EVENSONG with Chapel;
Singers
Holy Eucharist Service
Crypt Chapel
Roman Catholic Mass

If you are planning on studying away in fall,
2001, you must meet with Maureen Brady to discuss the logistics of studying away, including
transfer credits. Please call x20O5 before March
15 to set up an appointment.

MADD
Mothers Against Drunk Driving is looking ior
volunteers interested in becoming involved in a
Community Action Team in the Hartford Area
Please tall ChriiUncPlouidt 523 4883 oi tollfiee

Memorial Service foi Prof.
Richard K Morns, class of '40.

Now PLAYING
Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to Webster Bank
This schedule is for Fridayjanuary 19 through Thursdayjanuary 25, unless other
wise noted. Movie schedules may have schnged since press time, please call the the
atre at 232-2820 to verify times and features.
102 Dalmatians (G)
Charlie's Angels (PG-13)
Dr. Seuss'How The Grinch Stole Christmas (PG)
Meet the Parents (PG-13)

2:00 PM, 4:15 PM
7:10 PM
2:10 PM, 4:15 PM
7:00 PM

Crown Palace 17 & Odyssey - 330 New Park Avenue
This schedule is for Fridayjanuary 19 through Thursdayjanuary 25, unless other
wise noted. Movie schedules may have schnged since press time, please call the the
atre at 247-CRWN to verify times and features.
Antitrust (PG-13)
Cast Away (PG-13)
Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (PG-13)
Double Take (PG-13)
The Emperor's New Groove (G)
Everest (NR)
The Family Man (PG-13)
Finding Forrester (PG-13)
The Gift (R)
The Living Sea (NR)
Miss Congeniality (PG-13)
The Pledge (R)
Rugrats in Paris: The Movie (G)
Save the Last Dance (PG-13)
Snatch (R)
State and Main (R)
Thirteen Days (PG-13)
Traffic (R)
Wes Craven Presents: Dracula 2000 (R)
What Women Want (PG-13)

8:05 PM, 10:25 PM
12:00 PM, 3:25 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:55 PM
11:55 AM, 2:55 PM, 5:25 PM, 8:00 PM, 10:30 PM
12:30 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:15 PM, 7:50 PM, 9:50 PM 12:10 PM, 2:35 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:25 PM
11:30 AM, 2:00 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:30 PM
9:40 PM
1:05 PM, 4:20 PM, 7:30 PM, 10:15 PM
12:00 PM, 2:45 PM, 5:30 PM, 7:55 PM, 10:15 PM
12:45 PM, 3:15 PM, 4:45 PM, 8:15 PM
12:15 PM, 2:40 P, 5:20 PM.&15 PM, 10:30 PM
1:15 PM, 4:35 PM, 7:35 PM, 10:10 PM
1:00 PM, 2:50 PM, 4:50 PM
11:50 AM, 1:10 PM, 2:25 PM, 4:00 PM, 5:10 PM,
7:05 PM, 7:45 PM, 9:45 PM
11:40 AM, 2:15 PM, 4:55 PM, 7:40 PM, 9:55 PM
12:45 PM, 5:35 PM, 8:10 PM
12:35 PM, 4:10 PM, 7:15 PM, 10:10 PM
12:50 PM, 3:55 PM, 7:10 PM, 10:05 PM
3:05 PM, 10:20 PM
12:40 PM, 4:05 PM, 7:20 PM, 10:00 PM

Psychic Fair

Birthday Bash
On Fridayjanuary 26 from 10 PM to 2 AM there
will be a "Birthday Bash" party at the Vernon
Place Social Center. Admission is free.

Spring 2001 Trips and Attractions
Series
On Saturdayjanuary 27, the Spring Trips and
Attactions series is going to New York City and
the WWF Restaurant. The Cost is $10. The bus
will depart from the Mather Driveway at 1:00 PM,
and depart New York at 10:00 PM. There are 45
seats available for this trip. Tickets are available
at Mather Front Desk from 10 AM to 8 PM . For
more information call x2171.

TCAC Gender Bender Party
On Saturdayjanuary 27 TCAC presents the
"Gender Bender" Party from 10 PM to 2 AM in the
Vernon Place Social Center. Come dressed as the
opposite sex!

Break Bandits
On Saturdayjanuary 27 at the University Of
Hartford Konover Campus Center, Break Bandits,
from New Jersey, will be spinning hiphop, R & B,
Raggae and Club. Alt Bev ID required. 10 PM
through 2 PM Cost 15 $4 with Uhart ID, $5 with
VHdlkm
" * "*"** "

Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1000-$2000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising
event. No sales required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (860) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraisier. com
Part time positions available
flexible hours
working with other Trinity students
Call Jerry Morris Package
246-3595

WANTED
Writers for the Tripod
meetings Tuesdays at 9:30
Tripod O f f i c e (Jackson Basemg

Community Service
CpnnPIRG Internship
::l Need more.qredits^Take an internship with
CbnnPIRG. ConhPIRG is doing work this sertiester
to: feed the hungry: and homeless;, keep BP from
drilling ;in the'Arctic National Wildlife Refuge;,
clean up; dirty power, plants, and save students;
money withth^ bppks\^p: Corhe-make adiffer:ence, learn leadership and organization skills,, and
;get;aHalf|pi-fullcredit-Callx3510.: •;:'k\•• r ::.::i\
^
:•'.: The 2nd annual Community Service open
House is. on Thursday, January 25 in the Mather
CarhpusCenter Terrace Rooms B and C, 11:00AM
- Z p b p M a n d 5:00;PMy;8:0p;pM;Come andfind,
iptit about: opportunities, in yplunteer, work, work
^studyiaijd summer job>;Resfreshmen:tsan'i enter-.:
| h ^ d d
U

Large Cheese Pizza

Pick-up Only!
Monday Only!

deliver anywhere in West Hartford
Open 7 days a week - 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
Wedeliver slices and cigarettes

$7,00 minimum
for delivery

Use your charge card
for any delivery,..
($10,00 minimum)

Small 12" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Medium 16" (8slices) Thin Crust • Large 20" (8 slices) Thin Crust • Sicilian (16 slices) Thick Crust
Small
Medium
Large
Sicilian
Cheese
•
$7,50
$9.85
$13.00
$13.00
Pepperoni Pepperoni
$ 9.00
$13.00
$17.00
$18.00
Veggie
$10.00
$14.85
$17.50
$18.50
Sgt. Pepperoni Special
$11.50
$18.00
$22.00
$22.00
Additional Toppings
.....$ .50
$ 1.00
$ 150
$ 1.50
TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Sausage, Meatball, Mushroom, Peppers, Onions, White, Extra Cheese, Bacon, Olives, Broccoli., Hamburger, Eggplant, Fresh Garlic, Tomatoes and Ham.

CALZONES

HEROES (Hot or Cold)

Our own handmade pizza dough stuffed with Ricotta, Mozzarella and Parmesan
cheeses blended with your choice of filling and a side cup of marinara sauce.

with your choice of lettuce, tomato, onions, peppers, olives, mushrooms,
mayo, BBQ sauce, hot peppers, oil, vinegar, mustard, ketchup.

Philly Cheese Steak
$5,50
Philly Cheese Steak w/Bacon
$6.25
Philly Cheese Steak w/Extra Steak...,...,.
$7.45
:
• -Oi[\\^e^Parrniigiapa--»;;ii;.^^...,i,....v.;..,......,.$5.15.
Meatball Parmigiana
$5.15
Ham, Salami, Cheese
.$5.40
Ham & Cheese
„....
$5,15
Turkey &Cheese..
......;........;.;
$5.15
Tuna & Cheese
„„.
,.,.....„„.
.$5.15
. Veggie & Cheese
$4,50.
' Pepperoni & Cheese.
...,.,....../.,.......,.,.,.,;.,........ $5.40 y
"Salami & CheeseC.,..:..;:,.......
;........:....;..,....;..„:.. $4.90Chicken Sandwich & Cheese
$5.65:
Grilled Turkey, Bacon & Cheese
.....
$6.00;
BIT & Cheese
.. ..„.......,;
.„...„.;..,
$4.25',
Grilled Ham &Cheese
„,..,.„.
,.....;..,. $4.90.

;

Calzone
each additional filling

;

•

served w/garlic bread w/cheese
• Lasagna • Manicotti • Ravioli • Stuffed Shells •
$6.30 (with Meat - $1.00 extra)

Buffalo Tenders
................ ,.(6) for $575
•Butmim^(rm,i\m
miictfe}.:;;.;:;:; .:,:.*;:...;:;:, (12) for $6.00
Chicken Fingers
•;;..•
...$6.00
Mozzarella Sticks
(7)for$4.75
Onion Rings
,......,., $3;20
French Fries
.,.......,«...;.... $2.65
Cheese Fries
....,,,,..,,;;„,..;.
.....$3.70
Fried Dough. ...,...w,.......,...^......:,
-.. ....(8)for$2.50
Breadstieks..:.,;.........,..^
Garlic Bread.$1.85
Garlic Bread w/cheese .......;„•;..,.,•.,..,.:-.;..;.,:
$2.40
Chips
.....I.;,:.:.;,:.............
$.50

SALADS

.,

.

..;..;,;,;;..;;.;
...'.

Triple Chocolate Cake

$3.25

-r.

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Iced
mm Tea
mm.

..(two liter) $2.50
Coke, Sprite, Grape, Orange

jFREE Order ofG/ RLIC BREAD |
I with Any Medium ?m& Order: ; l|vU : :A»yMediuin
"Must present coupon - Coupon cannot b ^ c p m b i n e d n : |^|itist|iresfijit; : ci3upprt;- Coupon teanncit
:••/:; •• s Must mention coupon before ordering •: ? •• ¥i, i-"£Bt s I % -'^|$t mlotfeO epupojt jbei##ilr

p 1 1 SpMst iTtgotipri coupon.^efore ordermg

'I

Small Piiza

iwith purchase' dto^

•es^tjcoupon •.Ccwpori c?nn.OtbB:;^|i
p^t||i|g|j|;||:|
tpwvm

UVBVM

"" "™".II

w w m W8HW

'^nKRIT" fflftowwj| MMUMI " M U S B V ' BB98I

^ ^

*

$4,05
$5.75
$5.75
$ .50

DESSERTS
SODAS (oneliter) $1.60.

" Large Pi

. „

!..

DRESSINGS: Ranch, Blue Cheese, Italian, Fat Free Italian

Ail prices do not include tax.

wifli:Any Pizza

• •

APPETIZERS

Tossed Salad........;.;..;....:...;
Antipasto Salad
Tuna Salad
Extra Dressing
•.;

DINNERS

$4.90
• $ -50
•
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Wrestling Team Falls to
Division I Sacred Heart
on their feet. Foresi began the third period on bottom, but quickly escaped. He
Sports Writer
scored a takedown by going from a
single to a fireman's carry, and began
The wrestling Bantams were beaten working to turn his opponent. Using a
handily this past Thursday in a home double-leg ride and a half nelson, Foresi
meet against the Pioneers of Sacred turned Ruggiero, scoring another three
Heart University. Trinity posted just back points. With some time remaining
three wins against Division I Sacred in the third, the match was stopped for
Heart, en route to a 33-10 loss. Sacred an injury to Ruggiero. When it resumed,
Heart won seven matches, three by pin Foresi was clearly going to be the winand one by forfeit at the 184-pound ner. The final score of 13-7 was enough
weight class. This loss brings the Ban- to give Trinity a major decision,.
tams dual meet record to an even 5-5, and
The third win for the Bantams came
ends their winning streak at three. The from senior captain Ted Govola (Rocky
Bantams are currently ranked tenth in Hill, Conn.) at the 174-pound class.
the Division III New England Coaches Govola beat Sacred Heart's Ryan Olivera
Poll, while Sacred Heart is ranked fourth by a score of 5-2. The highlight of an othin New England for all divisions.
erwise unexciting match came when
BY MATTHEW MARGOLIN

SHANE EARLY

Due to his numerous legal engagements, Dr. Pepper addiction.,
and love of internation travel, the Sports Nut will be taking a
semester off. His best bud, the Intramural Insider has decided
to take his place while he is gone.
The Intramural Insider scours the campus each week to find
the true Trinity athletes, the warriors of intramural sports....

Intramural Insider: "Jayme, in a recent game,
Dane McCormick '01 was heard taunting you and
allegedly called you a pretty boy. How do you
respond to Dane's allegations?"
'.'TTT

he was

nP'Is, ii

SSey^fcikce^^K-K- -:
looks zactly like his butt."

WBSBSBSBSaSEBEB
WBSBSBSBSaSEBEBS
This is your last semester
of college...

Though the Bantams lost by a
considerable margin, there were some
bright spots. Senior co-captain Steve
Mulvihill (Melrose, Mass.), bumping up
from his normal 197-pound weight to
heavyweight for this meet, started the
team off with a win, a 7-4'decision over
Sacred Heart freshman James Miller.
The Bantams next win did not come
until several matches later, when sophomore Mark Foresi (West Springfield,
Mass.) defeated his opponent, Greg
Ruggiero, by a score of 13-2. Following a
scoreless and seemingly even first period, Foresi got off to a quick start in the
second. Ruggiero, who chose to be down
to begin the period, managed to escape

Govola scored a takedown at the end of
the second period increasing his lead.
An additional highlight for the Bantams was the performance of freshman
Wesley Connell (Simsbury, Conn.) who
lost a close match to Pioneer Shawn
Reynolds by a score of 6-3. Connell was
taken down with a high crotch in the
first period, but scored a reversal just before the period's end with an impressive
and well-timed shoulder roll. Last second scoring turned out to be what lost
the match for Connell, however, when at
the end of the second period he was
taken down. His opponent shot a single
then switched off to a double, gaining
the takedown iust as the buzzer sounded.
nj

in earnest. Shooting in on a double-leg
takedown, Foresi took Ruggiero right to
his back, and scored three near fall
pointsl. After working unsuccessfully for
the pin, Foresi let his opponent up but
did not manage another takedown in the
period, which ended with both wrestlers

third period, but could muster no more,
losing by a slim three-point margin.
Trinity will return to Division III competition when they host Roger Williams
University at 7:00 this Wednesday.

— i — i — i — r — i — i—i - T

ATTENTION JUNIORS...
Are you looking for a summer internship
in the banking/financial industry
in the New York Area?

IVIake the most of it.

Then apply for the

Career Services hopes to make your

GreenPoint Financial
Summer Internship Program.

transition to the real world as easy as
possible, so help us help you.
Please fill out the
Spring Survey on Trinity Recruiting....
There are nine quick questions that will help
us figure what you need from no w until May.
Log onto Trinity Recruiting
<S^

When it resumed, Foresi was clearly going to be the
winner. The final score of 13-7 was enough to give
Trinity a major decision, earning four points for the
team.

www.trincoH.edu/depts/career/students/welcome.htm

Click on Trinity Recruiting
And help us help you.
Thank You and Enjoy!
Career Services

The resume deadline is
Friday, January 26, 2001
at 4:00 p.m.
For more information or to upload your resume
and cover letter, visit Trinity Recruiting
http://www.trincoll.edu/depts/career/students/welcome.htm
and click on Trinity Recruiting.
GreenPoint Financial is a New York-based financial services company with
total assets of $15 billion. Our business strategy is to be the dominant
specialty housing finance lender in the country by building leadership
positions in niche markets that are generally underserved by conventional
residential lenders.
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Pearson and Malloy Capture Doubles Title Squash Is
BY DUNCAN PEARSON

Sports Writer

Trinity wins its third straight NCAA
Squash Doubles Championship.
Trinity senior Duncan Pearson and
freshmen Pat Malloy defeated Peter
Carlin and Dylan Patterson from
Harvard in the finals. The tournament
was held at the University Club of New
York where Malloy and Pearson stayed
during theirquestfor the championship.
The victory was particularly sweet for
Pearson because he was one half of last
years championship team, with Akhil
Behl '01. The road to the finals was no
walk in the park with teams from
Denison and Western Ontario standing
in the way. While the Trinity boys domi-

nated the Denison team, the Western
boys fought tooth and nail, putting up a
fight that all of Canada should be,proud
of. While Malloy and Pearson took the
first game with relative ease and confidence, the Canadians rallied to take the
second, leveling the score at one game a
piece. The two ensuing games proved to
be some of the most riveting in the annals of Collegiate Squash History and
throngs of Trinity alumni poured into
thegallery, providing boisterous support
for our boys. In each of the final two
games the Canadians jumped out to
early leads and held onto them until the
brink of victory, but Pearson would allow nothing to prevent him from defending his national title. The third game was
won 17-16 with Pearson slamming a winner to close the game out. Though Malloy

Coley Dale '03: I have decided to
inform all of you that the Giants
will be victorious in Super Bowl
XXXV. Laugh at my prediction if
you will, but please remember that
this is the team with the best
record in the NFC and that beat
Randy Moss and the Minnesota
Vikings 41-0. My prediction:
Trent Dilfer will wet his pants
before the game when he realizes
that Strahan will make orphans of
his children. I'm going with the
Giants, and I like cheese.
Giants: 8000
;;.;,•:, ,..:•;./::•., R a v e n s ; . , - 4 0 /

and Pearson had a 2-1 lead in the fourth
game the Canadians would not role over
and die until in overtime Malloy stuck a
fork in them by slamming a winner
home again in overtime. The finals
against Harvard was less competitive
not due to Harvard's lack of skill but due
to the battle tested teamwork of Malloy
and Pearson. Though the Harvard team
secured a game for themselves, Malloy
and Pearson never lost control and secured Trinity's third straight NCAA
Doubles Championship by winning the
final game 15-8. Trinity's winning tradition started with Joe Pentland and
Preston Quick who won the title in 1998
and promises to be carried on by Pat
Malloy who is now poised to become the
only person ever to win four consecutive
NCAA doubles Squash Championships.

Editors' Picks

Number One

contin uedfrom page 20
been equally impressive, Through what
Coach Assaiante described as tremendous physical conditioning, Kyme has
moved from the tenth spot last season to
the two spot this year. With Smith's absence in the season's first two matches,
Kyme actually took over the team's top
spot.
Kymes advancement truly shows the
team's depth. It is this depth that may
actually be the team's greatest asset.
Each member of the team is forced to
keep his skills sharp due to the competition not just from other schools, but because of the competition from within the
team. This intrasquad competition ensures that the nation's most talented
team remains in top form throughout
the entire season.

Shane Early '03: Guess what:
My co-editor is a nitwit, New
York sucks, the Giants sucks,
and after Mussina, El Duque,
Clemens, and Pettite all blow
out their arms the Yankees are
gonna suck too. Shannon
Sharpe's gonna have a big day
and Art Modell's finally gonna
get his Super Bowl title. So I'm
goin' with the Ravens and the
over.
Ravens 27
Giants 14

,.•...• •

Help Wanted!

Student-Athleteprofile ^

Do you Slave what it takes?
Become a Peer Educator! Come and be a part
of the fastest growing organization on campus! There are two different groups to choose
from:
S.Q.S. Safe or Sorry: S.O.S. is a peer education program whose members facilitate discussion to help teach and inform their peers
about contraceptive awareness; safer sex; STI
(sexual transmitted infection) and HIV prevention and healthy relationships.
S.HA8LE. Students Heightening Awareness Regarding Eating: S.H.A.R.E is a peer
educating program whose members facilitate
discussion to help teach and inform their
peers about positive body image and self-esteem; recognizing good and bad behaviors;
choosing good nutrition as part of a healthy
lifestyle; the effects of the media on college
students today; and over-all well-being as a
lifestyle choice.
For more information and to pick up an application please contact either:
KathycGrbffx2018
Patricia McKenna X4206

SHANE EARLY

Name Jonathan Smith
Hometown: Leeds, England
Class: 2003
Last year as a freshman Jonny earned First Team All-American Honors for
Trinity's National Championship Squash team.
This season Jonny is undefeated and has taken over the number one position
for Trinity's top ranked squash team.
This season Jonny won the preseason Price Bullington tournament in Virginia . He was the first Trinity student to win this tournament,
A five time junior squash champion in England, Jonny was a British Open
finalist.
'
. .
Academically Jonny is an extremely hard working student who finds history extremely interesting,
Jonny plans to major in History and hopes to study abroad in Australia.
Jonny has risen above personal difficulty thanks to hard work and mental
toughness. His character and tremendous work ethic should be the,standard
for all trinity students. '
\
' -', ,
Jonny sees attending Trinity as a tremendous opportunity. It has given him a
new beginning and an opportunity to compete on an extremely high level both
academically and athletically.
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Trinity College Swimming
and Diving Perseveres
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Men's Hockey in
the Spotlight

Disappointing Results Overshadowed by Team Spirit
contin ued from page twenty
sive first place performance in
the 400-yard freestyle relay,
season in an action packed 3- point out that the team has already put the loss behind them
while Brad Albus rocked the 2 victory.
boards, setting a new pool
Since then the Bantams have and that they are now focusing
record in the 3-meter diving earned 2-2 tie against Amherst, all of their energy on preparing
competition.
scored a 3-0 victory over for this weekend's games with
The stands were solidly Umass-Boston, and lost in a 10- Skidmore and Hamilton.
Coach Dunham also hoped
packed with excited fans and 1 defeat to Babson.
parents Friday for Trinity's final
Though the entire team has that playing in front of the stuhome meet against Tufts. The upped it play. Junior goaltender dent body would help to reenfans came to watch the compe- Geoff Faulkner has truly been ergize the team.
"Hopefully we'll get a big
tition and the special ceremony exceptional. With his recent
honoring the swim team's se- play Faulkner has earned praise crowd at the rink this weekniors. The Trinitones started the on both the regional and na- end," said Dunham. "The team
meet off with a beautiful rendi- tional level. Faulkner was re- hasn't played in front of the stution of the Star Spangled Banner, followed by a presentation
"Hopefuily we'll get a big crowd at the
WWW.TR1NCOLL.EDU
Junior Alex Blanchard swims the Butterfly
by the junior swimmers honorrink
this
weekend,"
said
stop the men and women from ing seniors Brad Albus, Jenny
Dunham"...Playing
in
front
of
a
big
crowd
BY JEN STELMACK
pulling themselves together Benjamin, Cory Bernard, Katie
Sports Writer
should really help get the team juiced up."
. and putting forth a solid perfor- Bryant, Andy Copleman, Nate
mance. The freshmen women Folkemer, Chris Nicholas, Matt
dent body since opening weekAfter an arduous training really performed well at Tues- Schiller, and Jennifer Stelmack. cently named botji NESCAC
The excitement of the cer- Player of the Week and the end. Playing in front of a big
trip in the frigid Florida air, on day night's meet. Julia Kaye took
crowd should really help get
Tuesday the Trinity College first place in both the 500 and emony set the tone for the com- USCHO National Player of the
the team juiced up."
Men's and Women's Swimming the 1000-yard freestyle, while petition. Throughout the entire Week. Coach Dunham sugHopefully two impressive
and Diving Team started off the Julia Kaye, Caroline Molitor,, meet the team was on its feet gested that Faulkner is seen as
victories
this coming weekend
Jenny
Bartlett
and
Betty
Stoker
one
of
the
top
if
not
the
top
cheering one another on.
second half of their season with
will help the team to build moa meet against Wesleyan. took first place victory in the all Though there were many good goaltender in the NESCAC.
swims, first, second and third
Wesleyan's pool deck was cold; freshmen 400-yard free relay.
Though the loss to Babson is mentum going into the upcoming NESCAC and NCAA
place
victories,
having
fun
and
the lanes were wider than usual
obviously disappointing
The men came through with
and the team was still recover- some great swims as well. Se- coming together after a long Hopefully such a disapointing tournaments.
This weekend's games will
ing from a week and a half of nior Andy Copleman took hard week was the most impor- loss will allow the team to refobe held at the Kingswood Oxdouble sessions in Florida. "This seven seconds off his 200-yard tant for the team. The increased cus its energies.
week was very hectic. It was breastroke and freshman Chris spirit and morale will carry
In regards to the Babson loss ford School's hockey rink.
tough having two meets in one, Rorrer took first place in the Trinity's Swimming and Diving Coach Dunham said, "It was just Friday's game is at 7:45 against
week with new classes and we event scoring valuable points Teams through their remaining a bad day. We came out strong, Skidmore and Saturday's game
were all tired from the training for the men's team. Alex meets against Wheaton, Colby, but Babson got a couple breaks is at 4:00 against NESCAC rival
trip," said sophomore Laura Blanchard '02, Chris Nicholas Bates, and into the NESCAC and everything just snow- Hamilton.
Centofanti.
'01, Chris Rorer '03, and Coley Championships
balled."

.

.

'

.

'

.

Bantam Scoreboard
Saturday, January 20:
Women's Basketball v. Williams: L 75-56
Mens Basketball v. Williams: W 73-59
Mens Hockey v. Babson: L 10-1
Women's Hockey v. Sacred Heart: L 7-0
Men's Squash v. Dartmouth: W 9-0
Men's Squash v. Bowdoin: W 9-0
Women's Squash v. Dartmouth: W 6-3
Women's Squash v. Bowdoin: W 9-0
Indoor Track and Field @ Brandeis invitational

Thursday, January 18:
Wrestling v. Sacred Heart: L 33-10

Wednesday, Jan uary 17:
Women's Squash v, Yale: W 8-1
Men's Squash v. Yale: W 9-0

Tuesday, January 16:
Friday, January19;
Men's Basketball v. Middlebury: W 76-69
Women's Basketball v. Middlebury: L 56-42
Men's Hockey v. Mass-Boston: W 3-0
Women's Hockey v. Manhattanville: L14-0
Men's Swimming and Diving v. Tufts: L178-55
Women's Swimming and Diving v. Tufts: L 130-94

Women's Swimming and Diving: L 135-98

Monday, January 15:
Men's Basketball v. Ursinus: W 83-80
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Men's Basketball Trinity Squash Undefeated
Men's Squash Continues to Dominate All Challengers
Team Victorious
Trinity Sweeps Williams and
Middlebury in NESCAC Play
BY ALICE ROBINSON

Sports Writer

The Trinity Men's Basketball
team improved to 10-2 overall
and 2-0 in the NESCAC after
they made a clean sweep of
their competition this past
weekend. The Bantams prolonged theirfour game winning
streak, which began onjanuary
13th against Villa Julie and has
continued against Ursinus on
January 15th, Middlebury on
January 19th, and Williams on
January 20Ih.
The weekend's game with
Middlebury kicked off the Ban-

"We were definitely worried after the first half.
Middlebury came out stronger
than
we
had
anticipated...they had a good
squad and definitely gave us
a shock. We knew that we
needed this win, and it was
the best way to kick off our
NESCAC season," commented Dion.
The Bantams strong play
continued on Saturday
against Williams. Controlling the pace of the entire
game, the Bantams had
opened up a twelve point lead
by halftime. In the second

"Beating Williams is always important;
so far it's the biggest game of the season.
We showed a lot of character this
weekend....1'-Mike Keohane '01
tarns NESCAC schedule. After
an anxious and intense first
: Mai£; against: tte Eanthers* the
Bantams entered the second
half trailing 36-28. However,
thanks to strong second half
play on both the offensive end
and defensive ends of the court
Trinity was able to prevail 7669, Trinity came out ready to
play in the second half,
QUtscoriiig Middlebury, and reclaiming the lead, junior forward Brian Dion '02, led the
team's offensive effort with 20
points and eight rebounds,
while captain Colin Tabb '02
added 19 points and six rebounds. Sophomore forward
Ryan Uszenski, contributed 12
. points and four steals to the
Bantams cause. Senior center
Julian Bah dominated the
paint, shutting down the Panthers' inside game with four
second half blocks.

half, Williams was never able
to significantly cut into
Trimty's.lead and.trinity =
completed its weekend sweep
with a 73-59 victory over
Williams. Tabb had a teamhigh with 22 points and ten
rebounds, while Dion and
Uszenski poured in 14 and 10
points respectively. Senior
guard Michael Keohane, who
played well for the Bantams
commented on the team's
success in saying, "This was a
big weekend for us. Beating
Williams is always important; so far it's the biggest
game of the season. We
showed a lot of character this
weekend...."
The Men's Basketball team
will look to extend their winning streak when they host
visiting Keuka College on
Tuesday January 23rd at 8:45.

Chicago Squash Professionals.
Trinity also brought home its
third straight NCAA doubles
championship thanks to the efforts of Duncan Pearson '01 and
Pat Malloy '04. This was
Pearson's second straight NCAA
doubles national championship, as Pearson captured the
same title last year with the
help of teammate Akhil Behl
'01.
On the January eleventh, the
top-ranked boys from Trinity
dominated seventh ranked
Denison in a 9-0 victory.
This past Wednesday the
team once again beat its opponent in 9-0 fashion, when
Assaiante's squad took on Yale.
On Saturday the team travelled
up to Dartmouth and took on
both Dartmouth and Bowdoin.
After recording two more 9-0
WWW.TRINCOU.EDU
Senior Co-Captain Loua Coetzee
victories the team is now prewith its five returning All- paring for its home match
Americans may be the best he against Amherst this coming
BY SHANE EARLY
has coached. While this year's Thursday at 6 o'clock. FollowSports Editor
squad lacks the flash that has ing the Amherst match the
will
travel
to
defined past teams, this team is team
Williamstown and take on"'1 The 2000-01 Trinity men's extremely focused.
Stacked with talented veter- NESCAC rival Williams on Satsquash team has had seven
matches this year. Trinity has ans and newcomers who boast urday. Despite the two matches
won'each match 9-0. Oppo- a strong workman attitude, this this week it hard not to look
"rienri' Tl %ve~MdSmt f-fH Tee •mayweTrbetWemostdangefous ' "ahead to February third's match
chances to beat Trinity men's team in school history. Led by against heated rival Harvard.
The development of Nicholas
squash players and each time number one player Jonathan
they have failed. Under the Smith'03. The team appears to . Kyme '03 and the presence ql^
guidance of Head Coach Paul be well on its way to a third freshmen Malloy and:Mic,ha€l*"
Ferriera makes this team exAssaiante Trinity has won forty- straight national title.
two consecutive matches over ' Since the college was dis- tremely dangerous. Everyone
missed for Winter Break, the expected strong contributions
the last two plus seasons.
The two-time defending na- team has won its first-ever from returning Ail-Americans
tional champions are currently United States Squash Raquets Loua Coetzee '01, Behl, Lefike
the top ranked college squash Five-Man team championship. Ragontse '02, Rohan Bhapu '02,
team in the country. Despite the During the first weekend of the and Smith, but the play of
loss of two AU-Americans from New Year Trinity defeated Kyme, Malloy, and Ferriera has
last year's team, Coach teams from Harvard, the New
see SQUASH on page 18
Assaiante feels this year's team York City Squash Club, and the

Men's Hockey Team Earns
Nationwide Recognition

Trinity Captures NCAA Squash
Doubles Championship

Jeff Griffin '02 Leads the Trinity Rush

All this success has come after
the Bantams were picked to
Sports Editor
finish eighth in the NESCAC by
Trinity men's hockey is in the a preseason poll. Thanks to tremidst of what may well end up mendous determination on and
being its most successful season off the ice during the off-season,
ever. The Bantams were re- Coach Dunham's team has
cently ranked as high as sev- looked extremely impressive.
enth in a national NCAA
Over Winter Break the
Division III hockey poll. The hockey team really came into
Bantams are currently tied for its own. The team ran off a five
first in the NESCAC with a 7-1- game winning streak in Decem1 NESCAC record.
ber before falling to Norwich 5BY SHANE EARLY

SHANE EARLY

Trinity Men Squash Team players Duncan Pearson '01
and Pat Malloy '04 proudly pose with their victory cup.
See story on page 18.

DUSTIN KIM

4 in the Norwich tournament.
The following week the Bantams avenged their loss to the
defending national champions,
Norwich, with an impressive 52 victory.
The following day Trinity
faced off against national powerhouse and top-ranked
Middlebury. Trinity handed the
Panthers their first loss of the
see HOCKEY on page 19

